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Zusammenfassung
Einer der grundlegenden Vorteile der Zwei-Photonen Mikroskopie gegenüber Ein-Photonen
Techniken ist die Möglichkeit der Aufnahme hochauflösender Bilder tief in lebenden Geweben.
Obwohl Bildtiefen von 500 µm in Gehirngewebe heutzutage Standard sind, sind größere Tiefen
aufgrund der limitierten optischen Leistung herkömmlicher Femto-Sekunden Laser unzugänglich
gewesen. In dieser Arbeit werden Strategien zur Verbesserung der Bildtiefe in der Zwei-Photo-
nen Mikroskopie untersucht. Im Speziellen wird gezeigt, daß, mittels optisch verstärkter Laser
Pulse, signifikante Verbesserungen der Bildtiefe möglich sind. Unter Benutzung eines regenera-
tiven Laserverstärkers, wurden Bilder von gefärbten Gefäßen und Neuronen im lebenden Gehirn
von Mäusen bis zu Tiefen von bis zu 1000 µm aufgenommen. In diesen Experimenten war die
maximale Bildtiefe nicht mehr durch die maximal verfügbare Laserleistung limitiert sondern
durch eine Zunahme in der Hintergrundfluoreszenz. Um dieses Verhalten quantitativ zu be-
schreiben, wurde der Einfluß der Lichtstreuung auf die Anregung und Detektion von Fluoreszenz
untersucht. Die Parameter mit dem größten Einfluß auf die maximal erreichbare Bildtiefe sind
die Numerische Apertur und die Färbecharakteristik des Untersuchungsobjektes. Die größten
Bildtiefen werden mit der größten numerischen Apertur und der geringsten Hintergrundfärbung
des Untersuchungsobjektes erzielt.
Abstract
One of the principle advantages of two-photon microscopy over one-photon techniques is that it
can provide high-resolution images from very deep within living tissue. While imaging depths of
500 µm in brain tissue have become standard performance, larger depths have been inaccessible
mainly due to the power limitation of current femto-second laser sources. Here we investigate
strategies to improve the imaging depth in two-photon microscopy. In particular, we show that
the two-photon imaging depth can be significantly improved using optically amplified femto-
second laser pulses. Using a regenerative amplifier as the excitation source we obtained images
of stained vasculature and GFP-labeled neurons down to a depth of about 1000 µm below the
brain surface in the cortex of mice in vivo. The maximum imaging depth was now limited by out-
of-focus background fluorescence and not by the available excitation power. In order to provide
a quantitative description of this behavior, we have investigated the effects of scattering on fluo-
rescence excitation and detection. The most prominent parameters that influence the maximum
two-photon imaging depth are the excitation numerical aperture and the sample staining charac-
teristics. The largest depths can be achieved with the largest excitation numerical aperture and
the lowest out-of-focus volume staining.
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Just how many of them can you lure this deep?                            
1. Introduction and motivation
Ever since Antoni van Leeuwenhoek’s superb use of the light microscope to discover the
world of micro organisms1 optical imaging has been one of the core technologies in biology.
However, within the last three decades light microscopy has begun a remarkable
transformation. Recent technical advances in illumination sources and detectors,
computational tools and developments in organic chemistry and molecular biology resulted in
microscopy evolving into a modern endeavour playing a central role in a wide spectrum of
disciplines. One of the most rapidly expanding microscopy techniques employed today is
fluorescence microscopy. It is based on the property of some atoms and molecules to absorb
light at a particular wavelength and to subsequently emit light of longer wavelength after a
brief interval (fluorescence lifetime). Fluorescence microscopy is thus capable of imaging the
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distribution of a single molecular species based solely on the properties of fluorescence
excitation and emission. It is, however, frequently limited in its sensitivity and spatial
resolution due to out-of-focus fluorescence. This problem has been partly solved with the
introduction of the confocal microscope in the 1980’s. The key to the confocal approach,
proposed by Marvin Minsky in 1957,2 is the use of spatial filtering to inhibit the detection of
scattered and out-of-focus light in specimens that are thicker than the plane of focus. This, for
the first time, allowed the three-dimensional visualisation of living specimens on a
microscopic scale. One of the major drawbacks of confocal microscopy is the inefficient use
of excitation. While information is obtained only from the focal volume, fluorescence - and
hence photobleaching and photodamage - is generated all along the illumination path. In
addition, of all the fluorescence generated in the focal volume only photons that leave the
specimen unscattered (in thick scattering specimens a small minority) will be detected. Both
the inefficient use of signal fluorescence and the exposure to photobleaching and damage of
the out-of-focus volume restrict confocal microscopy to small imaging depths.
Virtually all of these problems have been solved with the invention of the two-photon
fluorescence microscope in 1990.3 This technique is based on the nearly simultaneous
absorption of two photons promoting an electronic transition that would otherwise require a
single photon of twice their energy. The probability for such an event is extremely low at
ambient intensities and occurs at appreciable rates only at very high intensities (in general >
1017W/m2).  Such intensities can usually only be achieved in the focus of a high-NA lens
using a mode-locked laser-source with sub-picosecond pulse duration. Two-photon absorption
is thus confined to the focal volume which provides inherent optical sectioning without the
use of a spatial filter. Unlike the confocal microscopes this allows the detection of scattered
fluorescence photons. Both the detection of scattered fluorescence and the reduced scattering
cross-section (increased scattering length) for low energy photons (usually in the infrared)
contribute to the capability of the two-photon microscope to provide high resolution images
from very deep within living tissue.4, 5 Imaging to a depth of 2-3 scattering mean-free-path
lengths has become standard performance. Compared to what can be achieved with confocal
microscopy this constitutes a three-fold increase in imaging depth. However, imaging at larger
depths has been restricted by the maximum power unamplified lasers can provide. Efforts to
increase the imaging depth have since concentrated on increasing the detection and excitation
efficiency. These studies have revealed the importance of using lenses with high numerical
apertures and a large field-of-view6 as well as ultra short laser pulses7 at low repetition rates8
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and they served as the basis for the work presented in this dissertation. It has, however, also
become clear that the imaging depth in two-photon microscopy cannot be increased
indefinitely by increasing excitation power and efficiency but is fundamentally limited by the
onset of out-of-focus fluorescence generation near the top of the sample,9 since for very thick
absorbing or scattering samples the assumption that two-photon fluorescence is largely
confined to the focal region is no longer true.
The goal of this work is to increase the imaging depth in two-photon microscopy by
increasing the two-photon detection and excitation efficiency with a main focus on increasing
the excitation efficiency through the use of optically amplified laser pulses. The chapters 2
and 3 of this dissertation will introduce the physical principles relevant to two-photon
fluorescence microscopy and how they relate to the actual instrumentation, discuss the limits
pertaining to the two-photon imaging depth in biological specimens and present strategies
suitable to improve this depth. Emphasis will be put on the use of optically amplified laser
pulses as the most promising means for increasing the imaging depth. Following an
introduction to the concept of regenerative amplification and a discussion on its applicability
for two-photon fluorescence microscopy, the third chapter will end with demonstrating its
feasibility for in vivo measurements and show that a substantial increase in imaging depth can
indeed be achieved. In the fourth chapter, the findings of the initial measurements will be put
on a firm theoretical basis by investigating two-photon fluorescence excitation and detection
in turbid media. Careful analysis of the role of scattered excitation light on the generation of
two-photon fluorescence revealed the surprising result that scattered excitation light accounts
for a substantial part of the out-of-focus fluorescence. Strategies for further improving the
imaging depth and advancing its fundamental limit will be presented in chapter five.
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2. Two-photon fluorescence microscopy
2.1. Introduction
Since its inception more than a decade ago,1 two-photon fluorescence microscopy has been
widely used in the field of biology and medicine. One of its major advantages over one-
photon techniques is that as a result of the nonlinear character of two-photon excitation, it
provides inherent sectioning capability - confining excitation to the high-intensity region at
the focus. This not only reduces photobleaching and damage in the out-of-focus volume but,
in addition, allows for a significant increase in detection efficiency.
Two-photon excitation as a single quantum event is accomplished by the simultaneous
absorption of  two photons, each having approximately half the energy required to cause a
transition to the excited state of the fluorophore (see Figure 2.1).
Fig. 2.1 Principle of two-photon excitation. A molecule in the ground state (S0) is excited (here to a
vibrational level above the first excited state S1) by simultaneous absorption of two low energy photons. It
relaxes down the vibrational ladder to S1 and usually returns to a vibrational level above S0 via emission of one
high energy fluorescence photon (hνfluo.  2 hνexc.).
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Although the theoretical basis had already been established in 1931 by Maria Göppert-Mayer2
the experimental observation3 of two-photon excitation had to wait for the invention of the
laser because of the large light intensities required. Its value for microscopy was not
recognized until 1990.1
This chapter aims to introduce the physical principles governing two-photon fluorescence
excitation microscopy and how they relate to the actual instrumentation, and to discuss
limitations to biological and medical research. Much of the content of this chapter has been
elaborated in parallel with a manuscript (co-authors Axel Nimmerjahn and Fritjof Helmchen)
“Two-Photon Laser Scanning Microscopy” invited for publication in an edited multiauthor
book on “Ultrashort Laser Pulses in Biology and Medicine” (Springer publishing house,
Heidelberg).
2.2. Two-photon excitation
Two-photon excitation requires the absorption of two photons within a very narrow temporal
window, typically less than 10-15 s as defined by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The
absorption cross section σ describing this process depends linearly on the excitation intensity
i.e. Iδσ = where δ is the two-photon absorption cross-section, measured in units of Göppert-
Mayer (1 GM = 10-58 m4 s/photon). The two-photon absorption rate thus scales with the
square of the excitation intensity
)/()/( 2 λδλσ hcIhcIRabs == (2.1)
where h, c , and λ are the Planck constant, speed of light in vacuum, and the wavelength
respectively.
Owing to the square dependence on the  light intensity, significant two-photon absorption
rates require very high photon flux densities in the range of GW/cm2. These can be achieved
by temporal and spatial concentration of laser light. Although some two-photon excitation
using spatial confinement alone, by using high numerical aperture lenses, has been
demonstrated,4 acceptable average power levels and time-efficient imaging generally requires
additional temporal concentration through the use of pulsed radiation. Under typical
experimental conditions i.e. fluorescence excitation using a focused, pulsed laser beam, the
average number of photon pairs absorbed per fluorophore and per unit time is given by1
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where P is the average power, NA is the numerical aperture, and f and τ are the pulse
repetition rate and duration respectively†.
According to Eqn. (2.2), the two-photon fluorescence yield can be increased by decreasing the
repetition frequency or the pulse duration (assuming constant average power). This is,
however, not generally true for several reasons. First, pulses propagating through optical glass
and coatings are spread in time due to group velocity dispersion (GVD). This stems from the
fact that the light of ultra-short pulses consists of a relative wide range of optical frequencies,
which travel, in most optical materials, at different speeds (group velocities). Since the
difference in speed increases with the spectral width of the pulse, shortening of the pulse
duration which is associated with an increase of the spectral width, leads to chirped
(frequency swept) pulses which are longer than the originals. Although pulse spreading by
GVD can be compensated by pre-chirping, e.g. using prism or grating arrangements, for
providing pulse widths much smaller than 100 fs in the focus of high NA objectives,
compensation can be instrumentally elaborate.5, 6 In addition, even if pulse spreading could be
compensated completely, decreasing the pulse duration below the point where its spectral
width exceeds the excitation spectral width of the fluorophore in use decreases excitation
efficiency.6 This sets a lower bound to the minimal desirable pulse duration, which for typical
fluorophores with two-photon excitation spectral widths7, 8 between 50 and 150 nm is between
25 and 5 fs, respectively. Increasing the two-photon fluorescence yield by decreasing the
repetition rate is limited because Eqn. (2.2) holds true only as long as the excitation
probability of a fluorophore per pulse is much smaller than unity. This is due to the fact that
the excited-state life-time of most fluorophores (a few nanoseconds) is much longer than the
pulse duration (~100 fs) and thus insufficient to relax to the ground state, a prerequisite for the
absorption of another pair of photons. Hence, if the excitation probability approaches unity,
saturation effects begin to occur. However, even if saturation poses no problem, in view of
imaging applications, the excitation pulse repetition rate clearly cannot be lower than the pixel
                                                          
† Eqn. (2.2) holds true for the paraxial approximation.
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rate of the image acquisition (typically 50 kHz - 2 MHz), since at least one pulse has to be
delivered per pixel.
2.3. Biological limits and fluorophore characteristics
The viability of biological specimens during imaging is of paramount importance for any
living-tissue imaging technique. Thus, optimization of the two-photon excitation efficiency is
also limited (in addition to the physical constraints discussed above) by the degree of damage
the specimen can tolerate. In particular, two-photon absorption has been associated with
different mechanisms of light-induced damage such as thermal and photooxidative damage.9-
11 As a rule of thumb, excitation intensity should be set to a level just enough to generate
sufficient excitation. However, if peak-intensity related problems persist, increasing the pulse
duration or the focal volume (e.g. underfilling the objective’s back-aperture) might improve
the situation yet reduce the signal to noise ratio. Note that the larger the fluorophore’s
absorption cross-section and the higher its quantum efficiency, the less the excitation laser
intensity required for imaging (and the deeper one can look into tissue). Thus, optimising the
two-photon absorption properties of fluorophores helps to increase specimen viability. Efforts
to create fluorophores with large two-photon-absorption cross sections have intensified12, 13
leading to the synthesis of fluorophores with δ > 1,000 GM (about one to two orders of
magnitude larger than those of commonly used fluorescent probes; δEGFP ~ 100 GM,14, 15 for
example).
Although most fluorophores can be excited in two-photon mode at twice the wavelength of
their one-photon absorption maximum, two-photon excitation spectra are often significantly
different from their one-photon counterparts7 due to the different parity selection rules† that
apply to one and two-photon transitions. In particular, in a number of fluorophores the two-
photon excitation spectrum shows a significant blue shift (i.e. a shift towards higher energy
transitions) compared to their one-photon counterpart.8 At the same time, no red shift has been
reported so far. The reason for this may be that fluorescence emission will only occur for
transitions from one-photon allowed excited states which means that, although lower excited
states might be accessible via two-photon absorption, those will not be fluorescent. This is
                                                          
† For symmetric molecules, for example, quantum parity reverses between one-photon and two-photon excitation
processes. Thus, molecular states that are accessible with one-photon excitation may not be accessible in the
two-photon case and vice versa.
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supported by the fact that fluorescence emission spectra under one- and two-photon excitation
are usually identical.7 Hence, the same excited state is occupied before the system relaxes to
its ground state‡. The necessary transition from the two-photon excited state to the one photon
excited state is thereby most likely achieved via vibrational coupling allowing the parity
forbidden state.8 Yet, calculation of two-photon cross sections and quantitative predictions on
the basis of known one-photon cross sections are difficult. For choosing the optimum
wavelength for two-photon excitation one, therefore, relies heavily on specific measurements
of two-photon absorption spectra.
2.4. Instrumentation
2.4.1. General set-up
Two-photon microscopes are laser-scanning microscopes and their architecture is essentially
identical to that found in confocal microscopes. In fact, commercial confocal laser-scanning
instruments can easily be converted for two-photon operation, in general requiring only the
replacement of optics in the excitation path to adapt to the different excitation wavelengths.1
However, one important advantage of two-photon microscopy is that in most situations, out-
of-focus fluorescence is negligible. Hence, rejection of non-focal fluorescence photons by a
confocal pinhole, is rarely desirable. This offers the opportunity for whole-field detection: all
fluorescence photons that enter the objective and are passed by the detection filter, are
collected. This not only increases the detection efficiency but also allows a simplification of
the optical design.
The schematic of a generic two-photon microscopy set-up is shown in Fig. 2.2. The main
components are an infrared ultra-short pulse laser as the excitation light source, scan-mirrors
and optics, and a fluorescence detector. Images are obtained by raster scanning the focused
laser beam across a specimen. Fluorescence is usually collected by the same objective used
for focusing of the excitation light, separated by a dichroic mirror and focused onto a detector.
The detector signal is then used to build up the image sequentially in a raster pattern.
                                                          
‡ Assuming the same excited state prior to fluorophore relaxation, the fluorescence quantum efficiency for one-
and two-photon excitation can be expected to be equal.
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Fig. 2.2      Generic two-photon laser-scanning microscope.
2.4.2. Light sources
Excitation light sources that have been used in two-photon microscopy include solid-state
lasers such as Cr:LiSAF, Nd:YLF, Nd:glass, and Cr:fosterite, as well as dye- and fiber-based
lasers (for a review see Squier et al.16). The most widely used light source is, however, the
Ti:sapphire laser. Due to its high average power capability (about 1 W), broad tuning range
(700-1100 nm), short pulse duration (less than 100 fs), as well as reliable and robust
operation, it has become the source of choice.
2.4.3. Scan mirrors and optics
Optics in the excitation path must, of course, be selected for high throughput in the infrared.
For the scan mirrors, protected silver coatings should be used as they offer excellent
reflectivity in this wavelength range†.
                                                          
† dielectric coatings can provide even better performance but are hardly available for the scan mirrors
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2.4.4. Detection system
With whole-field detection as the preferred fluorescence detection modality in two-photon
microscopy, the detection system should ensure the collection of most of the fluorescence
photons emerging from the specimen. To achieve this goal, low magnification, high numerical
aperture (NA) objectives and high-transmission collection optics should be used. In addition,
the detection system must be carefully designed to match the objective’s effective angular
acceptance which generally requires a dichroic mirror and collecting lens with large clear
apertures to be placed as close as possible to the objective.17 Rejection of residual excitation
light can be achieved by inserting a barrier filter. The large separation of excitation and
emission wavelengths (several 100 nm) allows for the use of colored glass filters which often
provide a better performance than the dielectric filters that are generally required for single-
photon fluorescence microscopy.
Since deep in the tissue most of the collected fluorescence photons will have been scattered
before entering the objective, the light cone emerging from the objectives back aperture will
be somewhat diffuse. The minimal spot-size to which this light can be focused is therefore no
longer diffraction limited. The circle of least confusion can be quite large (several mm in
radius). Thus, large-area detectors (several ten mm2) need to be used for efficient detection. In
addition, detectors should, of course, feature high quantum efficiency at the emission
wavelength, and internal gain to avoid the excess noise introduced by external amplification.
Detectors most suitable for two-photon microscopy are photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and
avalanche photo diodes (APD). Although APDs are comparatively superior in terms of
quantum efficiency (~80%), their small sensitive area, low internal gain (~102), and excess
noise, limits their range of use. In contrast, PMTs are available with large sensitive areas,
quantum efficiencies up to 30%, and very high internal gain (>106) with no need for further
amplification (for an extensive review of detector designs see Art18).
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3. Imaging depth in two-photon fluorescence microscopy
3.1. Introduction
One of the main advantages of two-photon microscopy compared to one-photon imaging
techniques is that it can provide images from deep within scattering tissue owing to two
unique properties. First, the inherent sectioning capability allows very efficient fluorescence
collection because virtually all of the generated fluorescence constitutes high-resolution
information which is not lost upon subsequent scattering since its origin is known to be the
focal volume. Second, scattering is reduces as the wavelength increases, which means that the
NIR light typically used in two-photon microscopy penetrates further into the tissue than the
visible light (of roughly half that wavelength) used in one-photon excitation. Both of these
two properties contribute to the two-photon microscope's ability to provide high resolution
images in living tissue at depths that have hitherto not been accessible.
Given the wide range of optical properties of tissue, that depend on cellular content,
vascularisation etc. it is difficult to provide definite numbers for the maximum penetration
depth in tissue. Apart from these difficulties the term “maximum imaging depth” itself seems
to be quite vague because different definitions are conceivable. Certainly no meaningful
imaging is possible beyond the point at which the focal fluorescence signal falls below the
photon shot-noise level. While the point at which this occurs depends on imaging parameters
such as laser power, staining strength, detection efficiency, pixel dwell time, etc. it can be
defined by requiring a certain signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). One way of doing this is to request a
minimum average focal excitation power slzePP /min max
−
=  corresponding to a minimum
number of photon pairs (nmin) absorbed per fluorophore and per unit time. Using Eqn. (2.2),
the maximum imaging depth is then given by
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which depends linearly on the scattering mean-free-path length ls and logarithmically on
excitation power P and duty cycle (τ f). Hence a large increase in excitation power or decrease
in duty cycle is necessary to achieve a significant increase in the maximum imaging depth.
Parts of this chapter have been published elsewhere.1, 2
3.2. Current limits and strategies for improving the imaging depth
The lasers commonly used as the excitation source for two-photon microscopy (mainly mode-
locked Ti:Al2O3 oscillators providing 100 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz) are limited
to an average output power of , currently, about 1 W. This allows imaging to depths of about
2-3 scattering-mean-free-path lengths.3, 4 Efforts to increase the imaging depth have since
concentrated on improving the excitation and collection efficiency.
Investigations on the role of the angular and area acceptance of the detection optics for the
imaging depth has revealed the importance of using high numerical aperture and field-of-view
lenses.5, 6 An increase in imaging depth of about 100 µm in brain tissue has been predicted
when using a 20x/0.95NA objective (Olympus) instead of a ‘standard’ 60x lens.5
Owing to the non-linear dependence of two-photon fluorescence on excitation intensity, the
excitation efficiency can be increased by decreasing the laser duty cycle (τ f), lowering either
the repetition rate or the pulse duration (within the limits discussed above). Pulse widths as
short as 15 fs have been demonstrated in the focus of a high numerical aperture objective7 –
corresponding to a 7-fold increase in excitation efficiency compared to the ‘standard’ 100 fs
laser. However, much larger increases in excitation efficiency and thus depth penetration can
be expected from lowering the laser repetition rate,8 which can be achieved by increasing the
cavity length of the oscillator (lowest repetition rate achieved so far9: 4 MHz or by cavity
dumping (with repetition rates up to10 950 kHz). Both methods result, however, in a
significant decrease in average power. This can be avoided by the use of a regenerative
amplifier, for which repetition rates of up to 400 kHz have been demonstrated.11
Considering a typical pixel-rate between 50 kHz  and several MHz as lower bound for the
pulse repetition frequency since at least one laser pulse must be delivered per image pixel, an
up to 2000-fold increase in excitation efficiency compared to a standard 80 MHz oscillator
can be achieved†. Using Eqn. 2.3, this translates in an increase in penetration depth by up to
3.8 scattering mean-free-path lengths.
                                                          
† Assuming the same average power is provided by the oscillator and amplifier.
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Some words of caution regarding the application of high energy pulses for deep imaging of
biological specimens are needed: Note, that regardless any improvements in excitation power
and efficiency that the imaging depth in two-photon microscopy cannot be increased
indefinitely but is limited by the maximum power the specimen can tolerate and more
fundamentally by the onset of substantial generation of out-of-focus fluorescence near the top
of the sample12 because for very thick absorbing or scattering samples the assumption that
two-photon fluorescence is largely confined to the focal region is no longer true. This can be
explained by the fact that in order to maintain constant signal strength the incident laser power
needs to be increased exponentially with depth. For large depths, this exponential increase in
power begins to dominate the decrease of excitation efficiency caused by the increase in the
beams cross section (scaling quadratically with depth), eventually generating two-photon
fluorescence comparable to or exceeding that produced in the focal volume.
3.3. Regenerative amplification and its applicability for two-photon
microscopy
As described in the previous chapter, mode-locked Ti:Al2O3 oscillators commonly used as the
excitation source in two-photon microscopy typically generate 100 fs pulses with repetition
rates of about 80 MHz at a mean output power of up to about 1 W. Corresponding pulse
energies are on the order of several nJ. The need for higher pulse energies has triggered the
development a number of amplifier configurations13 that differ in repetition rate and pulse-
energy gain that can be achieved. Both parameters, however, cannot be chosen independently
of one another. Instead, the product of pulse energy and repetition rate (the average power) is
usually constant and about as large as the output power of the oscillator. The basic principle
common to all amplifiers is based on sending the pulses to be increased in energy through a
medium that contains a population inversion which provides gain via stimulated emission. On
a femtosecond timescale, however, amplification becomes a complex issue. An amplifier
design not only has to maintain a short pulse duration but also has to circumvent the problems
associated with the extremely high intensities of amplified femtosecond pulses. A popular
way of doing this is to stretch the pulse duration to the ps scale prior to or during
amplification (chirped pulse amplification) requiring recompression of the pulse after
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amplification.14 The most efficient method to transfer energy to a fs pulse from an amplifier
with Ti:Al2O3 as the gain medium, is regenerative amplification.15
The concept of regenerative amplification is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A single pulse (seed) from
the fs oscillator is passed through a optical isolator and injected into the amplifier cavity by a
acousto-optical cavity dumper (CD). The pulse circulates in the cavity and is amplified upon
each passage though the gain medium. After a number of round trips (depending on the
energy storage time of the gain medium and the time needed to reach pulse-energy saturation),
the pulse is ejected by the cavity dumper, returns through the optical isolator and is separated
from the input beam path by a polariser.
Fig. 3.1      Principle of regenerative amplification.
Ti:Al2O3  regenerative amplifiers with high enough repetition rates suitable for imaging have
been developed[Norris, 1992 #68]] and are available commercially, they lack much of the
broad tuneability that has been in large part responsible for the popularity of Ti:Al2O3
oscillators. Although the tuneability of lasers is in general mainly limited by the bandwidth of
the gain medium (about 400 nm for Ti:Al2O3), in practice amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) limits it to about ± 50 nm around the peak-gain wavelength of about 800 nm). ASE is a
result of the pump duration being several orders of magnitude longer than the pulse to be
amplified. Although lasing in the amplifier cavity is prevented before a pulse is injected,
during the amplification of the pulse spontaneous emission is amplified thereby reducing gain
and the signal (pulse) to background (ASE) ratio and even cause continuous wave (CW)
operation. This can become severe for operation further away from the peak gain wavelength,
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due to the reduced gain for the pulse amplification and result in unstable operation. To
suppress ASE  the cavity losses for undesired wavelengths have to be increased, for example,
by the introduction of wavelength selective elements such as a birefringent filter, which,
however, carries the cost of reduced bandwidth. A better, though less versatile, alternative is
the introduction of cavity mirrors that do not reflect ASE which has its peak at 800 nm.
Another important point to consider when using a regenerative amplifier as the excitation
source in two-photon fluorescence microscopy is the low repetition rate. With only one or at
most a small number of pulses/pixel, synchronisation becomes essential since the variation in
pulse number per pixel (by 1 pulse without synchronisation) is fractionally large. This is very
different from using an '80 MHz' oscillator, where the number of pulses per pixel is between
30 and 2000.
3.4. Methods and results
In order to test whether an increase in the two-photon imaging depth of the order of several
scattering mean-free-path lengths can indeed be achieved by repetition rate reduction we have
imaged a tissue-equivalent phantom, stained vasculature in vivo, and green fluorescent protein
(GFP) labelled neurons in vivo using a regenerative amplifier as the excitation source in a
two-photon microscope.
3.4.1. Experimental set-up
Our set-up (see Fig. 3.2) consists of a regenerative amplifier (RegA 9000, pumped by a 10W
Verdi, seeded by a 5W Verdi-pumped Mira 900-F; all from Coherent) coupled into a custom-
built microscope head controlled by a modified micro-manipulator (MP-285, model 3Z, Sutter
Instrument Company). Fluorescence is separated with a dichroic mirror and barrier filter
(BG38, Schott) and detected with a photomultiplier (R3896, Hamamatsu). The excitation
intensity can be adjusted using a galvo-scanner mounted crystalline quartz plate based on the
principle of Berek’s compensator.16
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Fig. 3.2      Experimental set-up of the two-photon fluorescence microscope with a regenerative amplifier as the
excitation source.
For efficient excitation of green fluorescent protein (GFP), the regenerative amplifier has been
modified for operation at wavelengths around 910 nm using a selectively reflecting mirror
(custom design, MH 009814, CVI) which was inserted in exchange of the flat cavity end
mirror (M6) (see Fig. 3.3). The spectral characteristics of the long pass filter are shown in Fig.
3.4.
Fig. 3.3     Sketch of the optical cavity layout of the regenerative amplifier (RegA 9000, Coherent) with cavity
mirrors (M1-M8), Ti:Sapphire crystal (TS), Q-switch (QS) and cavity dumper (CD). For a complete layout of the
amplifier head refer to its Operator’s Manual (RegA Model 9000 Laser, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA 95054).
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Fig. 3.4    Transmission characteristics of special long wavelength reflector mirror used (MH 009814, CVI; Rmax
@ 950 nm, θ = 0º ; T = 50% @ 888 nm) recorded with a spectrophotometer (Cary 500, Varian  Inc., resolution: 1
nm, integration time: 0.1 s).
At a repetition rate of 200 kHz the RegA provides an average power of 600 mW at a centre
wavelength λ0 = 909 nm. Stable operation of the amplifier was verified by recording the
spectrum and pulse-duration using a laser spectrometer (WaveScan, APE GmbH) and an
autocorrelator (PulseScope, APE GmbH), respectively (see Fig. 3.5). The measured spectral
and temporal widths (FWHM) are ∆λ = 10.78 ± 0.04 nm and τ = 158.12 ± 0.47 fs (assuming a
sech2(t) pulse shape to correct the autocorrelation width of τac = 244.02 ± 0.73 fs i.e. τ =
0.648τac) giving a time-bandwidth product of  005.0619.0/ 0 ±=∆=∆ λλττ cf  which is
roughly two times larger than the expected time-bandwidth limit (0.315) and most likely due
to uncompensated higher-order phase dispersion (also apparent by the cantilevered wings of
the autocorrelation trace17 in Fig. 3.5b).
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Fig. 3.5a Spectrum of RegA with fitted sech2 (R2 = 0.996), FWHM = 10.78 ± 0.04 nm, λ0 = 908.70 ±
0.02 nm. The asymmetry of the spectrum is due to the long-pass filter used to eliminate ASE (see text) which
leads to a steepening of the spectrum’s low wavelength edge.
Fig. 3.5b Autocorrelation trace of amplified output pulses. Superimposed is the fitted sech2 function (R2
= 0.989), FWHM = 244.02 ± 0.73 fs. Note the cantilevered flanks, indicating the presence of third and higher
order GVD.
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The RegA 9000 was synchronised to the pixel clock of the image-acquisition system to ensure
the same number of pulses for each pixel integration period. Synchronisation was achieved
using a D flip-flop based circuit receiving a ~38 MHz TTL input from the RegA master clock
(derived from the ~76 MHz photodiode output of the MIRA oscillator i.e. the oscillator pulse
repetition frequency), a TTL input from the pixel clock of the image acquisition system and
providing a TTL repetition-rate-trigger output to the RegA electronics (see Fig. 3.6).
Fig. 3.6       Synchronization circuit based on a D flip-flop (74F74PC) and a low dropout voltage regulator
(LM2940).
The pulse width at the focus of the objective used (Nikon Fluor DIC M 40x/0.80W) was
measured using an autocorrelator (PulseScope, APE GmbH) after first recollimating the beam
using a reflecting objective (36x/0.5, Ealing/Coherent). The minimal pulse width achievable
by adjusting the post-amplification grating compressor (the original grating compressor of the
RegA has been placed outside of the enclosing to provide easier access)  has been found to
differ only slightly from the initial value indicating the order of GVD accumulated by passing
through the microscope optics to be mainly quadratic.
3.4.2. Tissue phantom
In a first step we tested the set-up by imaging fluorescently labelled beads in a tissue
phantom. In order to design a phantom that mimics the properties of biological tissue relevant
to two-photon microscopy, one has to consider the processes governing the propagation of
                                                          
† A digital logic device that stores the status of one of its two inputs (D) whenever its second input (CLK) makes
a certain transition (low to high or high to low). The state of its output (Q), is given by the currently stored value.
For more information see for example Horowitz et al.18.
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light which are refraction, scattering, and absorption. These processes are quantified by the
index of refraction (n) determining the speed of light in a medium, the scattering cross section
(σs), the differential scattering cross section (dσ/dΩ ) i.e. the angular distribution of scattered
light and the absorption cross section (σa).
Refractive index
Because of the heterogeneity of most biological tissues, the refractive index is a complex
function of space and is difficult to measure. However, in most applications, it is sufficient to
know the effective refractive index of bulk tissue, which can be approximated by the volume-
weighted average of the refraction indices of its constituents.19 In soft tissues this ranges from
1.33 for water which makes up the main portion of most biological tissues to about 1.6 for
melanin in the epidermal layer of skin.20 However, the effective index of refraction for most
tissues is not so different from that of water i.e. < 1.40. For a comprehensive list of refractive
indices for tissues and tissue constituents see for example Mobley et al.20 and references
therein.
Scattering parameters
Scattering occurs where the refractive index changes e.g. due to localised particles with
refractive indices different from their surroundings or density gradients. In biological tissues,
the most important scattering centers are cells and their organelles ranging in size from 8 nm
(actin filaments) to several tens of microns for the largest cell bodies.21 For particles much
smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, the intensity pattern of the scattered light is
essentially that of an electric dipole22 (Rayleigh scattering). However, the majority of
scatterers are of a size comparable to the wavelength and exhibit a highly anisotropic forward
scattering, which can be described by the theory of Mie,23 includes Rayleigh scattering as a
limiting case. Though derived for the scattering of a single sphere, Mie’s theory also applies
to any number and size of spheres, provided they are distributed randomly and separated from
each other by distances large compared to the wavelength of the incident light.24 Under these
circumstances coherent phase relationships are random and  interference between the light
scattered by the different spheres is thus negligible. With this assumption, which is valid for
most imaging applications, the total scattering power is equal to the power scattered by a
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single sphere of a certain size multiplied with the total number of such spheres and summed
over all sizes present in the sample.25 The power scattered by a single sphere is given by the
product of incident intensity and the sphere's scattering cross section 0IP sscat σ= . The
attenuation of unscattered light propagating through a non-absorbing medium containing a
large number of  randomly but homogeneous distributed scatterers with different scattering
cross sections can then be characterised by a scattering coefficient i.e. the cross sectional area
for scattering per unit volume
=
i
iss )(ρσµ (3.2)
where ρ is the number density of spheres of equal scattering cross section. Often a more
intuitive measure is the scattering mean-free-path length which is the average distance
travelled by a photon between successive scattering events and is given by the reciprocal
scattering coefficient 1−= ssl µ .
Since the majority of scatterers encountered in biological tissues deviates more or less from a
spherical shape, the application of Mie’s theory to biological tissues seems questionable. On
the other hand, because of the large number of different shapes and irregularities of scatterers
encountered in biological tissues and since their exact form, size and composition is usually
unknown, using a single model shape to mimic tissue scatterers accurately is bound to fail.
Methods based on the statistical irregularities of the refractive index26 may thus be more
adequate. However, especially in the context of modelling light propagation over distances
much longer than one scattering mean-free-path length, assuming particles of spherical
symmetry, is a rough but adequate approximation since multiple scattering will average out
differences due to shape and orientation. Nevertheless, in tissues with only a small variation in
the shape of scatterers such as muscle, the use of non-spherical model shapes would probably
improve the modelling accuracy (for a selection of solutions of the scattering problem for
non-spherical particles see for example van de Hulst25 and references therein).
The angular distribution of light scattered by a single particle is described by the differential
scattering cross section20
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where s and s’ are unit vectors with the directions of the incident and scattered light
respectively.
Eqn. 3.3 is also valid for a collection of particles using the same argument as above provided
that multiple scattering is negligible, which requires the use of samples with a thickness much
smaller than a scattering mean-free-path length.
With the assumption that the scatterers possess spherical symmetry, the differential scattering
cross section depends only on the relative orientation between incident and scattered light and
can thus be written as a function of the cosine of the angle θ between the direction of the
incident light s and the scattered light s’20
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Equation. 3.4 is often normalised to the albedo, which is the fraction of the total cross section
that is due to scattering and is given by the ratio of the scattering cross section to the total
extinction cross section:
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This yields the angular scattering distribution or phase function
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Another important parameter is the anisotropy factor g which is defined as the average cosine
over the phase function27
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It is a measure of total forward momentum carried by the scattered light ranging from 1 to -1
corresponding to pure forward (g = 1) and backward (g = -1) scattering behaviour. For g = 0,
light is scattered isotropically.
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As mentioned above, most biological tissues exhibit a phase function that is strongly peaked
in the forward direction, which is typical for scatterers comparable to the wavelength. For the
reasons discussed above, the calculation of an exact scattering phase function is difficult but a
reasonable approximation can be made by using phase functions that resemble those
computed on the basis of Mie’s theory for particles whose size is comparable to the
wavelength of the incident light. A phase function commonly used in biological tissue
optics28-30 is the Henyey-Greenstein phase function31
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This phase function is convenient for many applications because of its analytic form, which
has a simple expansion in Legendre polynomials, and its parameterisation by the anisotropy
factor g. A polar plot of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function for an anisotropy factor of 0.9
(strong forward scattering) is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7       Polar diagram of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Eqn. 3.7) for γ = 1 and different anisotropy
factors g = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8.
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While the scattering mean-free-path length of biological tissues varies widely with tissue type
and wavelength - spanning almost three orders of magnitude from more than 1 mm in fatty
tissue of the female breast at wavelengths in the near infrared32 to a few microns in skin at
wavelengths near the UV33 - the variation in the anisotropy factor is quite small, ranging
between 0.8 and 1 (see Mobley et al.20 and references therein). What is also apparent is that
the increase of the scattering mean-free-path length with wavelength, is also true for the
anisotropy factor though to a smaller degree. The change in scattering mean-free-path length
can be quite large. In the epidermis for example, the scattering mean-free-path length changes
by a factor of about 5 between 250 and 800 nm.33 This factor is, however, still about 20 times
smaller compared to what is expected in the case of pure Rayleigh scattering where the
scattering mean-free-path length scales as the forth power of the wavelength.22
Absorption cross section
Similar to the scattering cross section the absorption cross section can be defined as the
absorbed power divided by the incident light intensity
0I
Pabs
a =σ . (3.9)
In the same manner one obtains the absorption coefficient and mean-free-path length
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Based on the characteristics of the major tissue chromophores (see Fig. 3.8), the absorption of
light through various human tissues has been found to be quite weak (la > 10 mm) within a
small spectral window spanning from approximately 600 to 1100 nm. Outside this window
absorption rises steeply being dominated by Haemoglobin, the red oxygen carrying protein
constituent of blood on the short wavelength side and by water on the long wavelength side.34
A comparison of scattering and absorption mean-free-path lengths within this spectral
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window shows, that for almost all tissues, scattering is the dominant interaction process and
the albedo is, therefore, close to unity (γ ≈ 1).
Fig. 3.8    Absorption-spectra for water, and the major tissue chromophores,  haemoglobin, melanin,
cytochromes, and lipids, in the visible and near infrared. The graph for water applies to a temperature of 298 K
and is taken from Hale & Querry.35 The curves for the tissue chromophores are from Voet & Voet.36
Extinction
The power of light incident on a thin layer of tissue with thickness dz, will be attenuated by a
constant fraction dzPdP µ−=/  where as µµµ +=  is the total attenuation coefficient.
Integration yields the attenuation as a function of layer thickness (Beer-Lambert-Bouguer
law37)
zezPzP µ−== )0()( .       (3.12)
A warning is in order against incorrect use of the total attenuation coefficient. The formal
“attenuation” is often not attenuation in the proper sense but combines absorption and
scattering. In contrast to absorbed light, scattered light is, however, not necessarily lost from
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the system but only from a beam propagating in a particular direction and may hence
contribute light propagating in other directions. It can even end up back on its initial trajectory
by multiple scattering. A contribution of scattered light to the amplitude of unscattered light
can thus not be derived from Eqn. 3.12.
Brain tissue (phantom)
The brain tissue most readily accessible for optical measurements, is the cerebral cortex. In
mammals it has six layers arranged in parallel to the surface of the brain and constitutes by far
the largest part of the brain.38 While the layered structure is essentially defined by the
presence or absence of neuronal cell bodies, each layer also contains additional elements such
as dendrites and axons.39, 40 For an extensive reference book on the fine structure of the
nervous system see Ramon41.
Optically, the cortex appears quite heterogeneous. Apart from the different layer composition,
optical differences can also derive from different preferred orientations of neuronal fibres as is
found in most layers.41 It is hard to provide firm numbers for the optical properties of
neocortical tissue. However, the average scattering lengths of human neocortical tissue in the
near infrared have been measured in vitro42 ranging from 119 µm at 700 nm to 181 µm at
1100 nm; the anisotropy factor was measured to be 0.90.025 and constant to within 2% over
this range†. A quantitative evaluation in vivo has been made in cortex of rat where the two-
photon fluorescence fall-off of labelled vasculature has been measured.3, 43 At an excitation
wavelength of 830 nm, the decay constant for the two-photon fluorescence with depth was
about 100 µm, suggesting a scattering mean-free-path length of approximately 200 µm. A
recent study5 confirmed this and found that the scattering mean-free-path length increases
with wavelength (1.5-fold between 760 nm and 900 nm) in line with the results from in vitro
experiments.42 In brain slices, Oheim et al.5 found that the scattering mean-free-path length is
approximately twice as long in juvenile than in adult brain, perhaps because of the incomplete
myelinization in juveniles.
Also important in the context of non invasive imaging are the optical properties of tissues
overlying the cortex i.e. skin, skull and meninges (the lining membranes of the cortex). Skin is
a strong absorber and scatterer and usually needs to be removed from the imaging field. Skull,
although exhibiting optical properties similar to that of cortex,44 degrades the imaging depth
                                                          
† Data taken from plots.
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significantly because of its relative large thickness and is thus usually thinned if not
completely removed. Of the three meninges, it is only the dura mater, a dense fibrous
membrane closely adherent to the scull, which in some mammals is particularly hostile to the
propagation of light and in such cases is removed from the imaging field.45, 46
In order to replicate the optical properties of neocortical tissue, we designed a phantom
consisting of low melting-point agarose (0.5%, A-2576, Sigma Inc.) containing 0.992 µm
non-fluorescent and 1.011 µm yellow-green (490/515) fluorescent polystyrene scattering
beads (Polyscience Inc.) at a total concentration of 5.3·109 beads/ml. The use of agarose as
base material (99.5% of the total volume) with a refraction index only slightly above 1.33
ensures that the volume weighted average of the refraction index for agarose and scattering
beads (the refraction index of polystyrene is 1.56) will not much deviate from 1.33 and thus
from that found for brain tissue. The use of fluorescent and non-fluorescent beads of equal
size allows to simulate different tissue staining fractions by changing their relative portions,
leaving the total bead concentration - which sets the scattering free-mean-path length -
unchanged. The scattering length and anisotropy at an excitation wavelength of 909 nm were
calculated using Mie theory to be 0.88 and 200 µm, respectively (0.94 and 77 µm at 515 nm,
the fluorescence wavelength).
The scattering mean-free-path length was verified by measuring the spectral transmission
through a 160 µm thick slab (see Fig. 3.9) using a spectrophotometer (1 mm beam size, Cary
500, Varian, Inc.). The transmission at 909 nm was 0.455 corresponding to a scattering free-
mean-path length of  203 µm, close to the expected value.
As mentioned above, two-photon fluorescence microscopy has been used to infer the size of
the scattering mean-free-path length from in vivo experiments.3, 43 To demonstrate the
feasibility of this method, we have imaged fluorescent beads from the phantom (the ratio of
fluorescent to non-fluorescent beads was 1/10) using a two-photon microscope. With depth,
the two-photon fluorescence (F) generated in the beads should fall with the square of the
excitation power, i.e. ss lzlzPF 220 e]e[
−−
∝∝ . We found that the fluorescence signal measured
from the phantom decayed exponentially with depth (see Fig. 3.10); the attenuation length
constant of µm6.46.94 ±  being very close to the expected value (ls/2 = 100 µm).
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Fig. 3.9      Spectral transmission through a 160 µm thick agarose slab containing 0.992 µm non-fluorescent
polystyrene beads at a concentration of 5.3·109 beads/ml. Solid line shows what is expected from Mie theory.
The resolution and integration time of the spectrophotometer used (Cary 500, Varian, Inc.) were 1 nm and 1 s,
respectively. The beam diameter was reduced to 1 mm using two pin holes placed before and after the slab. The
different noise levels apparent on the spectrometer curve are due to different detectors used for the visible and
near infrared range (detector change over point was at 800 nm).
Fig. 3.10 Background corrected two-photon fluorescence intensity versus imaging depth for constant
incident power. The fluorescence intensity from fluorescent beads in a tissue phantom (see text) was measured
by acquiring planar scans at successive depths from 0 to 1000 µm. Fluorescence intensity steps in the data
correspond to manual resets of the incident power performed when the bead fluorescence intensity fell close to
the dark current level of the image. Solid lines are best fits of lxeFF /)0( −= to the data yielding an average
decay constant of  µm6.46.94 ±=l .
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Next, we acquired an image stack consisting of 415 z-sections (x-y scans) of 256x256 pixels
of a phantom with a large staining ratio as is often encountered in vivo. Images were averaged
over 3 scans at a frame rate of 1.95/s and taken at depth increments of 3 µm down to a depth
of 1150 µm. In order to maintain a roughly depth-independent signal strength, the incident
power was continuously adjusted according to slzePP /)0(= with ls pre-set to 200 µm.
A maximum projected view (x-z) of a small sub-volume of the tissue phantom and single x-y
scans at different depths z are shown in Fig. 3.11.
As can be seen, the bead fluorescence signal could be maintained over the entire volume,
using only about 30% of the available laser power at the deepest focus setting. At depths
below 1000 µm, however, the image quality deteriorate rapidly due to a steep rise in
background fluorescence. The maximum imaging depth was, therefore, not limited by the
available excitation power but by an increase in out-of-focus fluorescence, which is
presumably mainly generated near the surface.12 The reason for this increase is, that in order
to compensate for the scattering loss of excitation the incident power needs to be increased
exponentially with depth. This exponential increase eventually prevails over the power-law
fall-off of the excitation efficiency due to the increased beam cross-sectional area
( 222 /)( nNAzA π≈ ). This then leads to a steep increase in excitation efficiency at and near the
surface )/)(( 222/22 nNAzeAPF slzsurface π∝∝ . At some point, out-of-focus fluorescence will
therefore inevitably dominate the total fluorescence generated resulting in a loss of image
contrast.
One possible definition of the maximum imaging depth is the point at which the signal-to-
background ratio becomes unity (see section 4.4). Using this criterion, the maximum imaging
depth in the tissue phantom was about 860 µm.
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Fig. 3.11 x-z projection of the fluorescent bead distribution in a sub-volume of the described brain tissue
phantom and single planar x-y scans at four different depths (z).
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3.4.3. In vivo measurements
Imaging morphology
Two staining modalities were used for in vivo measurements. In the first, we injected a
fluorescence tracer (Fluorescein Isothio-Cyanate-Dextran FD-10S, Sigma) into the circulatory
system of six-week old mice (C57/BL6, Charles River Laboratories Germany) and thus
imaged vasculature and in the second, we measured the distribution of GFP labeled neurons in
the neocortex of three-week old transgenic mice (G3-line47).
The mice were anaesthetized with 0.14% (wt/wt) urethane in physiological saline injected
intraperitoneally. Their body temperature was monitored by a rectal probe and maintained at
37 °C throughout the experiment. A metal plate with a quadratic opening of 2x2 mm above
the somatosensory cortex, was attached to the skull to keep the head fixed. A craniotomy was
prepared leaving the dura mater intact. To prevent the tissue from drying out the cortical
surface was covered with Hepes-buffered Ringer solution (pH: 7.2, containing (in mM):
Hepes: 5.0, NaCl: 135, KCl: 5.4, MgCl2: 1.0 and CaCl2: 1.8), which also served as the
immersion medium. Blood serum was labeled by tail-vein injection of 100 µl of 5% (wt/vol.)
Fluorescein Isothio-Cyanate-Dextran FD-10S (Sigma Inc.) in physiological saline. In order to
minimize wavefront distortion and the generation of out-of-focus fluorescence, special care
was taken to avoid imaging through big blood vessels, which are frequently found in the
superficial layers above the pia-mater.
As in the phantom, the fluorescence signal strength could be maintained throughout the entire
volume by increasing the incident power exponentially with depth (see above), using a length
constant in the range from 200 to 250 µm. Maximum-value projections of the scanned
volumes along the x axes and x-y scans at 3 different depths (z-positions) are shown in Fig.
3.12 (stained vasculature) and Fig. 3.13 (GFP-labeled neurons). For both staining modalities,
the imaging depth was not limited by the available excitation power but, as in the phantom, by
out-of-focus fluorescence.  The maximum imaging depth, using the definition given above,
was about 850 µm. Down to this depth, individual capillaries and neurons with diameters of 5
µm and 10 µm, respectively, could be resolved. While at depths > 850 µm, image quality
rapidly deteriorates, neurons and blood vessels could be detected even at depths beyond 1000
µm, albeit with poor contrast.
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Fig. 3.12 x-z projection of stained vasculature in mouse neocortex and single planar x-y scans at three
different depths (z).
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Fig. 3.13 x-z projection of GFP labeled neurons in mouse neocortex and single planar x-y scans at three
different depths (z); vertical striping in the deepest x-y image is due to heartbeat induced brain motion.
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Imaging physiology
As an example for obtaining functional signals, we measured the flow of red blood cells in
individual capillaries. This can be achieved by fluorescent labeling of blood plasma in the
same manner as for the structural imaging of vasculature (see above). Since red blood cells
remain unstained, they appear as dark objects on an otherwise bright background.
The first measurements of the micro-circulation were performed at the surface and superficial
layers of the rat brain using confocal microscopy.48, 49 However, using confocal microscopy,
the maximum imaging depth is limited to about 250 µm. Depths of more than 600 µm below
the pia mater, down to the fourth cortical layer, were achieved using two-photon microscopy.3
In order to demonstrate that functional imaging at even larger depths can be achieved using
optically amplified pulses, we measured the motion of red blood cells through individual
capillaries at depths of 750 and 900 µm. Line scans along the central axis of the capillaries
(for both capillaries the diameter was about 5 µm) have been repeatedly taken to produce a
continuous measure of red blood cell velocity (see Fig. 3.14). While the spatial coordinate
was taken to be along the direction of the scan i.e. along the selected capillary section, the
perpendicular direction represents the temporal coordinate. The motion of a red blood cell
through the capillary appears as a shadow changing its position between subsequent scans
(proportional to its instantaneous speed) tracing out a shaded band (see Fig. 3.14) in the
continuous flow image. The slope of the band (∆t/∆s) is inversely proportional to the velocity,
the distance between bands at a fixed time (dx) is proportional to the linear density and the
time between bands at a fixed position (dt) is inversely proportional to the flux of red blood
cells.
Before discussing the results, I would like to emphasize that the main goal of these
measurements was to show the feasibility of using optically amplified laser pulses for imaging
physiology in vivo at depths that were hitherto not accessible. Since data were obtained from
only two capillaries, conclusions pertaining to general blood flow characteristics should be
drawn with caution. For the measurement on the capillary at a depth of 750 µm, we observed
a large variability in the flow parameters. Such a behavior is not unusual and has been
associated with vessels in T-junction configurations (for more examples and a discussion see
Kleinfeld et al.3). In the following we will focus on the analysis of the data obtained from the
capillary at 900 µm in which, in contrast to the capillary at 750 µm, there were only very
small variations in the flow parameters. From the continuous flow image we determined the
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velocity, linear density and flux to be 0.71 mm s-1, 66.7 mm-1 and 46.5 s-1, respectively. The
average spacing between red blood cells given by the ratio of velocity to flux was 15.3 µm.
These values are in line with previously reported data.3
Fig. 3.14 Blood flow measurements: single planar scans (x-y) at depths of 750 µm (top) and 900 µm
(bottom) (line scan positions indicated by dashed lines) and respective continuous flow images (spatial
coordinate scaled to 50% of the single planar scans). Inset (magnification 200%) used for the calculation of red
blood cell velocity,  linear density and flux (ds ≈ 15 µm, dt ≈ 21 ms, ∆t/∆s  ≈ 1.41 s/mm).
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3.5. Conclusions
Using a regenerative amplifier as the excitation source, the maximum imaging depth in two-
photon microscopy can be substantially increased. Stained vasculature and GFP-labeled
neurons can be resolved down to a depth of about 1000 µm below the brain surface in the
cortex of mice in vivo. Functional signals have been obtained down to a depth of 900 µm: the
motion of red blood cells in individual capillaries with a diameter of about 5 µm has been
measured. In all cases, the maximum imaging depth was not limited by the available
excitation power but by out-of-focus fluorescence, generated mainly near to the surface.
In the following chapter, I will aim to quantify this fundamental limitation in imaging depth in
two-photon microscopy by investigating the generation and detection of focus and out-of-
focus fluorescence separately.
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4. On the fundamental imaging-depth limit in two-photon
microscopy
4.1. Introduction
When imaging in turbid media at depths much larger than the scattering-mean-free-path
length (ls), most of the excitation light is scattered before reaching the focus. While the
ballistic fraction decays exponentially, the total power of light reaching a certain depth decays
only slowly i.e. at most, inversely with depth for depths beyond one transport-mean-free-path
length ( ( )gll st −= 1 ). This length corresponds to the average distance after which memory of
the lights initial direction is completely lost. Hence, even at a depth as small as one scattering-
mean-free-path length, is the power of the scattered fraction much larger than that of the
ballistic fraction. The peak intensity of the scattered light is, due to its spatial and temporal
dilution, much lower than that of the ballistic fraction and thus inefficient in generating higher
order non-linear effects such as two-photon fluorescence or second harmonic generation.
Higher order non-linear effects occur thus only at the high intensity focus of the ballistic light.
However, due to the different decay rates of the ballistic and scattered light, the focal peak
intensity of the ballistic light will eventually become smaller than the peak intensity of the
scattered light at the focal plane, rendering imaging impossible. This occurs if the  focus is at
a depth of about one transport-mean-free-path length (about 2000 µm for brain tissue), but it
is of minor practical concern because surface generated background, caused by  the
exponential increase in incident power needed so that sufficient ballistic light reaches the
focus will lead to the generation of dominant background (out-of-focus) fluorescence at much
smaller depths.
While significant generation of out-of-focus fluorescence by the ballistic fraction is limited to
a depth of about one half the scattering-mean-free-path length, for the scattered fraction it may
extend to a depth of several scattering-mean-free-path lengths as I will show. In samples with
strong forward scattering this effect is particularly pronounced and scattered light is, in fact,
the main source for the generation of out-of-focus fluorescence (see section 3.2.2). In the
following we will investigate the generation and detection of two-photon fluorescence in a
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turbid medium, and discuss the consequences particularly in regard to the imaging-depth limit
in two-photon microscopy. Parts of this chapter have been accepted for publication.1
4.2. Two-photon fluorescence generation in turbid media
Since two-photon absorption is a second-order process, its rate - the number of photons
absorbed per unit time and per molecule - is proportional to the square of the excitation
intensity (see Eqn. 2.1). The number of photons absorbed per unit time (Nabs) depends further
on the two-photon absorption cross-section (δ), the fluorophore concentration (C) and the
illuminated sample volume (V)
VtItCtN
Vabs
d),(),()( 2= rrδ .   (4.1)
Assuming no stimulated emission or non-radiative decay such as self-quenching (de-
excitation of an exited atom or molecular entity by interaction with another atom or molecular
entity of the same species in the ground state), the number of fluorescence photons (F)
generated per unit time is given by
VtItCtNtF
Vabs
d),(),(
2
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2
1)( 222 == rrδηη ,    (4.2)
where η2 is the fluorescence quantum efficiency of the dye. Determination of F(t) involves the
characterisation of the temporal and spatial distributions of the fluorophore and the excitation
light intensity. Continuing with the discussion of the roles that ballistic and scattered
excitation light plays in the generation of two-photon fluorescence, we will, in the following,
investigate them separately.
4.2.1. Ballistic excitation intensity
An intensity distribution commonly encountered is the so called Gaussian beam,2  which
corresponds to the lowest order cavity mode of laser oscillators. As such it satisfies the
paraxial Helmholtz equation (wave equation; for a derivation of the Gaussian beam in free
space see for example Siegman3) and its intensity distribution is given by
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Here P(t) is the optical power, which generally depends on the time (t), λ is the wavelength, z
and 22 yx +=ρ  are the axial and radial distances, respectively, and w(z) is a measure of the
beam width defined as the radial distance at which the intensity has dropped to 1/e2 times that
on axis and which is given by
( ) 2
2
0 1
rz
zwzw += ,      (4.4)
where zr is the Rayleigh range and w0 = w(z = 0) is the beam waist given by
π
λ rzw =0 .       (4.5)
The most prominent feature of this distribution is a circular symmetric Gaussian intensity
profile at any transverse plane. This profile has its peak at ρ = 0 (on axis) and drops
monotonically with increasing ρ. The beam width contracts to a minimum at the beam waist
(w0) and increases with axial distance z (in the far field (z  zr) linearly with z) see Fig. 4.1.
Equation 4.3 contains only two free parameters P0 and zr which are determined by the
boundary conditions. All other parameters are related to zr and λ.
2zr zr zr
2w0
3w0
wz
z
2 w0
1e2
Fig. 4.1      Gaussian beam width w(z) versus axial distance z from the waist w0 at z = 0. The width is 02w  at z
= ± zr (Rayleigh range) and increases linearly with z for large z (far field) defining a cone with half-angle 2/1 eθ .
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For a common situation in microscopy where a Gaussian beam is strongly focused by a lens
of focal length f, the boundary condition for zr can be derived in reverse by viewing the
focussing lens as being in the far field of the beams waist placed at the focal plane. As such,
the size of the lens’ aperture restricts the maximum far-field beam angle that can pass the lens.
Defining the far-field beam angle 2/1 eθ  to be the angle between the beam contour w(z) and the
optical axis as depicted in Fig. 4.1 (~86% of the beams power is confined within a cone with
this half-angle), the boundary condition takes a very simple form
2
/1/1
0
22 ee
r n
w
z
θπ
λ
θ
== . (4.6)
For a Gaussian beam focused into a highly scattering dielectric medium as encountered in
most in vivo microscopy applications, the ballistic intensity distribution is somewhat different
from that obtained in free space and can be derived from the spherical wave solution to the
telegrapher's equation using complex source point co-ordinates and the Fresnel approximation
(see appendix). It is given by
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with beam parameters
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where α = 1/ls is the scattering coefficient.
When a Gaussian beam is focussed through a lossless immersion medium (α = 0) into the
specimen of interest, the beam's Rayleigh range zr (constant throughout the entire thickness of
the immersion medium) changes abruptly at the interface of the two media and increases
beyond this point monotonically with depth. In contrast, the beam width changes smoothly at
the interface and can be calculated at any depth using Eqn. 4.8. The Rayleigh range zr’ in the
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specimen for a given boundary condition given by the Rayleigh range zr of the beam incident
through the immersion medium can be calculated by using Eqn. 4.8 and equating
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The first term in Eqn. 4.10 can be viewed as the beam width at the specimen-immersion
medium interface (z = 0) of a beam travelling from the focus to the surface in an amplifying
medium having a different Rayleigh range zr’ and the second term is the beam width of the
unperturbed beam at the interface coming from the same focus. Note, since this follows an
inverse approach (going from the focus to the interface) the sign of α has to be changed
accordingly (for a lossy medium, α is positive) in Eqn. 4.8. The solution to Eqn. 4.10 is given
by
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Generally, the focus depth is much larger than the Rayleigh range (z0  zr) and Eqn. 4.11
simplifies to
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Also, )4/( παλ n  1 in most practical situations, and Eqn. 4.12 can be further simplified to
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Hence, the Rayleigh range is no longer a constant but depends on the focal depth z0. The same
applies to the beam waist which can be seen by substituting zr’ from Eqn. 4.13 for zr in Eqn.
4.9 giving
22
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Note, Eqns. 4.13 and 4.14 describe a reduction of the effective numerical aperture with focal
depth z0, which, using Eqn. 4.6 and 4.13, and NAe βθθ =21 , is given by
2
00
0 4
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

+≅
n
NAzNANA βα    (4.15)
where β is the lens fill factor i.e. the ratio of the beam’s 1/e2 intensity width at the lens
position to the lens aperture radius ( lenslens Rzzw )( ==β ). This reduction of the effective NA
can be explained by the fact, that the peripheral part of the beam experiences a higher
attenuation because it has to traverse more material. This effect is naturally more pronounced
for larger NAs as can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2       Effective NA versus normalised focus depth αz0 for β =1 and n =1.33.
In order to verify Eqn. 4.13 – 4.15, one can measure the point-spread function (PSF)
comparing predicted and measured w’0. However, the second term under the root in Eqn. 4.14
is generally small compared to w0 (an order of magnitude smaller). Significant changes in w’0,
are only expected for very small w0 requiring the use of very high NAs. The simple Gaussian
model is, however, only valid if truncation effects are negligible i.e. for a lens fill factor β <
0.5.4 Since this reduces the usable NA significantly e.g. for water immersion objectives with
the highest suitable NA of 1.0 to ~0.55, only small increases in w’0 (< 10%) can be expected.
In most situations however, such small increases are difficult to measure, in particular when
masked by the presence of additional spread factors as wavefront aberrations which lead to
similar effects.
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For our point-spread function measurements we have thus used larger lens filling factors
taking truncation effects into account. This requires solving the Kirchhoff diffraction integral
for a Gaussian pupil function.
4.2.2. Effective waist and far-field intensity for a truncated Gaussian beam
Following the approach proposed by Dickson,4 the intensity distribution of a Gaussian beam
in the focal plane of a lens with focal length f and truncating aperture with radius
β/)( lenslens zzwR ==  is given by†
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where )/(2 fnx λρπ=  with radial co-ordinate ρ.
While the first term in the brackets corresponds to a Gaussian intensity variation, the second
term corresponds to the truncation effect. In the case of small truncation (β → 0), only the first
term is significant giving a Gaussian intensity distribution with a width (w0) according to Eqn.
4.9. For large truncation  (β → ∞), only the second term is significant giving the Fresnel
diffraction pattern of a uniformly illuminated circular aperture i.e. an Airy pattern (see Fig.
4.3).
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Fig. 4.3      Focal intensity pattern of truncated plane wave Gaussian beams at the lens aperture for various lens
fill factors i.e. truncation factors. Note the appearance of side lobes for large β marking the transition to an airy
pattern. The dashed line is for a non-truncated Gaussian beam with lenslens Rzzw == )( .
                                                          
† non-absorbing/scattering media are assumed
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Using the definition of 1/e2 width for the effective beam waist with truncation (wtrunc.) over the
entire range of β, we have plotted wtrunc. normalised to the beam waist w0 for a non-truncated
Gaussian beam with lenslens Rzzw == )(  versus 1/β (see Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4         Normalised effective beam waist for a truncated Gaussian beam as a function of the inverse lens
fill factor (dashed line is for the non-truncated case). The normalisation is to the width of a non-truncated plane
wave Gaussian beam with virtual lens fill factor of unity w0(β =1) i.e. lenslens Rzzw == )( .
While for small lens fill factors the focal beam width is inversely proportional to the lens fill
factor, truncation effects become significant for fill factors beyond about 0.5. Characteristic
for this transition is the appearance of side-lobes in the intensity pattern and the fact that the
beam width asymptotically approaches a constant value corresponding to the 1/e2 width of the
Airy intensity pattern. An excellent and analytically simple approximation of this behaviour is
given by
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where 29.1)1()( 0.0 ==∞→= ββ wwa trunc  and )(. ∞→βtruncw is the 1/e2 width of the Airy
intensity pattern given by
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where wAiry is the distance to the first null of the Airy intensity pattern. The 1/e2 width of the
effective beam waist for a truncated Gaussian beam is thus given by
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Equation 4.19 describes the reduction of the effective NA for a Gaussian beam in the case of
truncation (see Fig. 4.5) which, using Eqn. 4.18 and 4.19, is given by
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where )(/41.0 .0 ∞→≈ βλ truncwNA .
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Fig. 4.5         Normalised effective NA for a truncated Gaussian beam as a function of the inverse lens fill factor.
In situations where truncation is significant i.e.  β ≥ 0.5 Eqn. 4.14 and 4.15 need to be
modified using Eqn. 4.19 and 4.20 and become
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with NAtrunc. defined by Eqn. 4.20.
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From Fig. 4.4 it is clear that increasing the lens fill factor decreases the beam width in the
focal plane and will thus increase the focal intensity. However, increasing the lens fill factor
beyond a certain point (~0.5) will also cause increasing power loss due to truncation at the
finite lens aperture and thus a decrease in focal peak intensity. The maximum far field peak
intensity that can be achieved is 81.4% of what could be obtained if the total transmitted
power were uniformly distributed over the lens aperture and occurs at β = 0.894 (see Fig. 4.6).
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In order to demonstrate that the expected decrease in the effective NA and, respectively, the
increase in focal beam width with depth can indeed be observed, we have measured the point-
spread function imaging 93 nm yellow-green (490/515) fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes,
Inc) at a concentration of 2.52·1011 beads/ml embedded in a brain tissue phantom containing
0.992 µm non-fluorescent polystyrene scattering beads (Polyscience, Inc.) at a concentration
of 5.3·109 beads/ml as described in section 3.4.2. At the concentration used, the fluorescent
beads did not significantly affect the scattering properties which are dominated by the non-
fluorescent beads. Since the fluorescent beads are 9.77 times smaller than the wavelength of
the excitation light (909nm), they are virtually point sources and the PSF can be obtained
directly from recording their three-dimensional fluorescence image.
We measured the PSF at various depths between 0 and 1000 µm for two different objectives
(a) Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W and (b) Nikon Fluor DIC M 60x/1.0W using the set-up
as described in section 3.4.1. The width of the collimated excitation beam at the objectives’
back aperture w(z = zlens) was determined by measuring the power transmitted through pin-
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holes of different radii r. The best fit to the measured data using )(2
22
1 lenszwre−  gave a width of
w(zlens) = 5.42 mm (see Fig. 4.7).
Fig. 4.7      normalised power transmission (P/P0) as a function of aperture radius (r) used for determining the
width of the excitation beam at the objective’s back aperture. The solid line is a best fit to the data using
)(2 221 lenszwre− .
For this width, the lens fill factors were 0.63 and 1.63 for the Olympus 20x/0.95W and Nikon
60x/1.0W, respectively. The minimum focal widths w’0(z0) were determined from best fits to
the two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distributions obtained from single planar x-y scans
using 
2
0
22 ')(2 wyxe +− . The x-y planar scans were taken at z-positions with the highest peak
fluorescence intensity. Figure 4.8 shows the measured focal widths versus normalised focus
depth αz0 for the objectives used. In both cases, the measured focal beam widths are
significantly larger than expected; ~56% for the Olympus 20x/0.95W and ~38% for the Nikon
60x/1.0W. This discrepancy could be due to several factors. First, although lens aberrations
are corrected to less than perceivable limits for visual observation in most objectives,
diffraction limited performance is only provided under specific operating conditions.
Problematic in our case is the use of near infrared excitation light since the used objectives are
designed for wavelengths in the visible. It can thus be expected that the correction for
chromatic but also spherical aberrations is not ideal.5 Second, high NA objectives are often
found to exhibit residual spherical aberration components of very high order, which can
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reduce the nominal NA by up to 10%.6 However, apart from the significant deviation from the
absolute values for the focal beam widths it can be seen that the absolute increase in focal
width with focus depth i.e. the slope of the curve is well approximated by the predicted course
(Eqn. 4.21). This suggests that the aberrations are depth independent providing only a
constant offset to the focal beam width and are in great part induced by the used optics and
not by the sample.
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Fig. 4.8      Beam waist w’0 versus normalised focus depth αz0 and theoretical course according to Eqn. 4.21 for
two different objectives and lens fill factors (a) Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W with β = 0.63 and (b) Nikon
Fluor DIC M 60x/1.0W with β = 1.63.
4.2.3. Focal two-photon fluorescence
In order to calculate the focal two-photon fluorescence FS for a particular experimental
situation, one needs to evaluate Eqn. 4.2. Inserting Eqn. 4.7 into Eqn. 4.2 and assuming a
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constant fluorophore concentration throughout the integrated volume and pulsed incident light
with a Gaussian temporal profile and pulse energy E, i.e.
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which yields
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The integral in Eqn. 4.24 can be solved analytically if the lateral intensity distribution displays
circular symmetry and the lateral extent of the fluorescent volume is much larger than the
beam width. In this case, the integration can be performed over the radial co-ordinate and
extended to infinity without introducing significant errors i.e.
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which, using the intensity distribution in Eqn. 4.7, gives
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and Ei(x) is the exponential integral function defined as
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Since in most practical situations '2 zα  λπ /8 rzn , DC ≈  and thus
0)]()([2 /8 ≈− DEiCEie rzn λπαλ  (at least five orders of magnitude smaller than the other
terms), Eqn. 4.26 can be simplified to
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For very thick specimens i.e. z’  zr and very long optical mean-free-path lengths l = 1/α →
∞ the integral in Eqn. 4.24 can be further simplified to
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which is independent of the numerical aperture of the focussing lens – a peculiar property of
two-photon excitation in a focussed beam7 which can be explained by the fact that a change in
the excitation efficiency due to a change in NA is exactly balanced by the corresponding
change in the excitation volume.
In imaging applications, however, one is often interested in fluorophore filled volumes
smaller than those assumed for the derivation of Eqns. 4.28 and 4.29, and Eqn. 4.24 has to be
evaluated numerically.
For typical conditions encountered in two-photon imaging of brain tissue i.e. l ≈ ls = 200 µm,
n = 1.33, λ = 0.9 µm we have evaluated the focal fluorescence generation for two different
fluorescent-volume geometries, for spherical volumes, by solving Eqn. 4.24 numerically,  and
for fluorescent sheets, using Eqn. 4.28. In Fig. 4.9 we have plotted the relative fluorescence
for (a) a spherical fluorescent volume as a function of sphere radius and (b) a fluorescent sheet
with an area A → ∞ as a function of sheet thickness for various effective NA’s.
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Fig. 4.9      Normalised focal fluorescence F(V = 4/3πr3)/F(V → ∞) as a function of radius for a spherical
fluorescent volume (a) and F(V = d*A, A → ∞)/F(V → ∞) as a function of  thickness of a fluorescent sheet (b)
for various effective NA’s. Note that, for better comparison, both graphs have been plotted as a function of r
which in (a) specifies the sphere radius and in (b) half the sheet thickness ( r = d/2).
Differences in the focal fluorescence for the two fluorescent geometries become significant
only for small r i.e. for structures smaller than the beam's minimal waist. In fact, for r  1.3w0
the relative difference [ ] %10),2(/)3/4(1 3 ≤∞→==− ArAVFrVF π  (see Fig. 4.10).
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Fig. 4.10         Ratio of focal fluorescence of spherical and sheet fluorescent volumes F(V = 2rA, A → ∞) /F(V =
4/3πr3) vs. r.
However, Fig. 4.9 also shows that for fluorescent objects up to a size of many w0, the
generated fluorescence depends strongly on the effective NA. Since this is the case for the
vast majority of applications in two-photon microscopy, increases in the excitation efficiency
and thus imaging depth can be achieved by using objectives with the highest possible NA. To
illustrate this, we have plotted the relative fluorescence F(NA, r)/F(NA, r→∞) obtained from
spherical objects of various radii as a function of effective NA (see figure 4.11).
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Fig. 4.11       Relative fluorescence F(NA, r)/F(NA, r→∞) vs. effective NA for spherical fluorescent volumes
with radii → r = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 µm.
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4.2.4. Scattered excitation light
It is widely believed that two-photon fluorescence is largely confined to the vicinity of the
focus formed by the ballistic light. While for the majority of applications in two-photon
microscopy this is a reasonable assumption, at large imaging depths it is no longer true. This
is because in order to maintain a constant excitation power in the focus, the incident power
needs to be increased exponentially with depth. This exponential increase, although partially
compensated by the increase of the beam cross-section at the surface, leads at large depths to a
steep increase in excitation intensity at and near the surface and thus to an increase in out-of-
focus fluorescence generation. In specimens that are strongly forward scattering, this includes
most biological tissues,8 the assumption that scattered light is generally much diluted
compared to ballistic light no longer holds. In particular near the surface, the majority of
scattered light will remain within the ballistic excitation beam and will therefore be equally
likely to generate two-photon fluorescence as long as the scattered light has not sufficiently
dispersed temporally.
For the calculation of the two-photon fluorescence it is, therefore, important to include both
ballistic and scattered contributions. While the ballistic contribution can be determined quite
accurately (see previous sections), calculation of the scattered contribution is difficult.
The propagation of pulsed laser radiation through turbid media with highly anisotropic
scattering has been investigated using several different approaches including radiative transfer
models9, 10 and Monte Carlo techniques11. Recently, analytical methods using simple
statistical concepts were developed to treat scattering in turbid water.12, 13 Although their
validity for treating biological samples still needs to be verified, these models provide a first
approximation for the temporal and spatial spread of multiply scattered light.
Following the approach by McLean et al.13, the variance of the transverse spread ( 2rσ ) and the
variance of the temporal spread ( 2ισ ) for a pulsed unidirectional beam incident on a medium
with highly anisotropic scattering are, using the small-angle approximation, given by
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respectively, with )2/sin(2 θ=Θ and θ the scattering angle. The statistical averages, i.e. the
moments, of Θ,
)cos(22)cos(22)2/(sin4 22 θθθ −=−==Θ ,   (4.32)
)(cos4)cos(84)(cos4)cos(84 224 θθθθ +−=+−=Θ ,         (4.33)
can be calculated using14
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where )cos(θ=x  and )(xp  is the scattering phase function. Calculation of the scattering
phase function in media containing a large variety of scatterers is difficult and it is often
necessary to revert to approximations. An approximate scattering phase function commonly
used in biological tissue optics is the Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function15
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Using Eqn. 4.34 the second moment is given by
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Hence Eqns. 4.30 and 4.31 reduce to
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In line with the statistical approach used to derive Eqns. 4.40 and 4.41, a Gaussian beam can
be viewed as being made up of a fan of rays travelling at various angles to the optical axis
towards a common focus. In this, ray optical, approximation the effective temporal and
transverse spatial beam widths are
)(4)( 220 zzeff τσττ += (4.42)
and
)(2)()( 220 zzzwzw reff σ+−= ,    (4.43)
where τ0 and w(z-z0) are the 1/e2 temporal and lateral widths of a pulsed Gaussian beam in free
space with its focus centred at z = z0 respectively (the temporal FWHM is larger by a factor
18.1]5.0ln[2 ≈− ).
Considering ballistic and scattered light and assuming, as is appropriate for most biological
tissues, that scattering is dominant and absorption negligible, the beam intensity will, with
depth, only be reduced by scattering i.e. by temporal and spatial broadening of the light
distribution. Assuming that the variances given in Eqn. 4.30 and 4.31 pertain to a Gaussian
distribution, the intensity of the scattered light can be written as:
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with (considering a single pulse of energy E)
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4.2.5. Out-of-focus two-photon fluorescence
The out-of-focus fluorescence is proportional to the integral of (Iscat.(ρ, z, t) + Iball.(ρ, z, t))2
over the out-of-focus volume Voof  and time:
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+∝ ρρδ .       (4.46)
We have evaluated Eqn. 4.46 numerically for the experimental parameters ls = 200 µm, n =
1.33, λ = 0.9 µm, effective NA = 0.6, g = 0.9 and τ0 = 100 fs. Figure 4.12 shows the
fluorescence integrated over transversal planes versus depth.
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Fig. 4.12         Radially integrated fluorescence vs. depth for (a) the total fluorescence proportional to the squared
sum of scattered and ballistic light intensities (Iscat.(ρ, z, t) + Iball.(ρ, z, t))2, (b) the ballistic light (Iball.(ρ, z, t))2, (c)
the scattered light (Iscat.(ρ, z, t))2, and (d) the mixed term 2Iscat.(ρ, z, t)Iball.(ρ, z, t). The focus depth is z0 = 5ls =
1000 µm, and the maximum fluorescence intensity in the focus is 1 in arbitrary units.
While for the ballistic fraction, the contribution to the out-of-focus fluorescence is highest at
the surface, the scattered fraction and the mixed term have their peak at a depth well below
the surface. For low anisotropy factors, this peak will be closer to the surface (this finding is
in line with experimental results16), which can be explained by the fact that significant
amounts of scattered light are present only at depths beyond one scattering mean-free-path
length. In addition, since most scattered light initially remains within the converging
excitation cone, the excitation intensity actually increases with depth up to the point where the
reduction due to the spatial and temporal spread begins to dominate. This, of course, occurs
closer to the surface if the temporal and spatial width of the incident light are smaller. This
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suggests, that in order to minimise the amount of out-of-focus fluorescence one should use the
shortest pulse widths and the smallest NA. However, using a small NA reduces the excitation
efficiency in the focus to a much larger extent than in the out-of-focus region so that this is
not an option.
4.3. Two-photon fluorescence detection
As mentioned above, two-photon excitation is, in most situations, confined to the focal region
and out-of-focus fluorescence is negligible. Hence all fluorescence light emerging from the
sample contributes useful signal and as much as possible should be detected. However, for
choosing the optimal detection design, the fluorescence-light distribution at the sample
surface needs to be known. In general, one can distinguish two limiting cases. First, imaging
in transparent media or scattering samples at depths much smaller than their scattering mean-
free-path length ls. In this (the ballistic) case, most fluorescence photons emerge unscattered
and the collection efficiency εb (isotropic emission assumed) scales with the solid angle of the
objective lens
)]cos(1[21 NAb θε −= (4.47)
where θNA is the half-angle of the objective’s angular aperture. A useful approximation of
Eqn. 4.47 for low to moderate NA’s is given by
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The factor 1/2 in Eqn. (4.49) is due to the fact that in the standard collection scheme
(epifluorescence-collection), light of only one hemisphere is collected. In certain situations
(imaging of thin samples), light emerging from the far side of the sample can also be collected
by using a the condenser path. Used purely for detection, the refractive index does not need to
be matched, which allows the use of high NA oil condensers. In this case, a more than two-
fold increase in total collected signal can be expected.17 For the second case - imaging at
depths z0 beyond ls - most of the fluorescence light reaching the objective entrance aperture
will have been scattered resulting in a spread of its spatial and angular distribution i.e. it
seems to originate from an extended source in the focal plane. Whether light is collected or
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not then depends no longer solely on its direction but also on its position at the time it leaves
the sample. For intermediate imaging depths where photons experience only a few scattering
events (semi-ballistic case), calculations of fluorescence-light distributions are difficult and
rely mainly on numerical simulations (Monte Carlo studies). At the limit of large imaging
depths (z0  ls), photons generated at the focus experience a large number of scattering events
and emerge with a roughly isotropic angular distribution (diffuse case). In this case photons
may be viewed as performing a random walk (isotropic scattering) starting from a point
source deep within a semi-infinite medium until they reach the surface, escape and do not
return. For this geometry, the photon density (GF) within the medium can be calculated using
the method of images18 i.e. superposing a virtual point sink outside the medium symmetrically
to the surface boundary, and is given by
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where Q is the fluorescence emission rate, 3/sclD =  is the effective photon diffusion
coefficient, and r and z the distances from the optical axes and surface, respectively. The
fluorescence light intensity at the surface corresponds to the photon flux (FF) through the
surface and is given by the spatial gradient of the photon density:
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Only light that escapes within a maximum radius rmax and half-angle θmax, given by the
effective field-of-view radius and angular acceptance of the detection system respectively, can
be collected. Note that rmax and θmax are not independent and change with imaging depth. The
collection efficiency in the diffuse case εd is therefore given by the fraction of photons that
emerge within an effective field-of-view radius given by the integral of Eqn. (4.50) multiplied
by the fraction permitted by the effective angular acceptance of the detection system19
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For depths much larger than the field of view (z0  rmax) the detection efficiency scales as
2
0/1 z . In evaluating Eqn. (4.51) it becomes clear that in order to maximize the collection
efficiency of focal fluorescence for deep imaging a large field-of-view is just as important as a
high angular acceptance. The use of low magnification, high NA objectives is therefore of
paramount importance in two-photon microscopy. In fact, it has been shown, that using a
special low magnification, high NA objective (Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W), the
detection efficiency can be increased by a factor of 10 compared to a standard 60x/0.9NA
objective. However, in order to maximize the benefit, the entire detection path has to be
adapted accordingly. This usually requires large clear-aperture optics and large-field detectors
with an appropriate acceptance angle.
While Eqn. 4.47 and 4.51 provide exact descriptions of the fluorescence detection efficiency
for the cases of ballistic and diffuse fluorescence, respectively, most applications will contain
a mixture of both. While such semi-ballistic/semi-diffuse situations have been investigated
using Monte Carlo techniques,19 they have not been verified by measurements.
In order to provide some more insights into this subject, we have measured the fluorescence
detection efficiency in a) a transparent medium (water) and b) a brain tissue phantom as
described in section 3.4.2. For the measurements we used a single 90 µm yellow-green
(490/515) fluorescent polystyrene micro sphere (Polyscience, Inc.) as the fluorescence source.
The sphere was glued to the tip of a 0.22NA 105 µm core multimode optical fiber (Thorlabs
Inc.) used to deliver blue (446 nm) excitation light from a mercury lamp (HBO 50, Carl
Zeiss). The optical fibre was mounted on an x-y-z stage to allow free positioning with respect
to the objective used(Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W). Fluorescence was separated with a
dichroic mirror, focussed with an 18 mm focal length condensor (diameter: 22.4 mm) and
detected with a photomultiplier (R3896, Hamamatsu). In order to collect all the fluorescence
light emerging from the back aperture of the objective, the photomultiplier was placed as
close to the objective as possible (distance between objective back aperture and
photomultiplier photocathode < 30 mm).
In the first measurement, the fibre tip was positioned in a water tank in front of the immersed
objective and the x-y-z-position control of the microscope head was used to center the
fluorescent sphere on the microscope optical axis and focal plane by maximising the detected
fluorescence signal. The fluorescence signal was measured by acquiring a z-scan at steps of
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20 µm moving the focus of the objective from 2000 µm below (corresponding to the working
distance w.d. of the objective used) to 2500 µm above the fluorescent sphere (see Fig. 4.13).
Fig . 4.13 Detected fluorescence intensity from a fluorescent point source vs. objective-source spacing as
defined in the inset. The source was embedded in water and centred on the optical axis. The working distance
(w.d.) of the objective used (Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W) is 2000 µm. Solid line is a best fit to
)]cos(1[ max0 θ−I  where )arctan(max sRlens=θ  and µm2041)tan(.. == NAlens dwR θ  is the open aperture radius
of the objective front lens.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.13, for s > w.d. the detected fluorescence intensity closely follows
the predicted course, which indicates that with the set-up used all the fluorescence incident on
the front lens of the objective is collected. For objective-source spacings smaller than the
working distance, the detection efficiency decreases steeply. This is in contrast to the
behaviour predicted by Eqn. 4.47†. However, since Eqn. 4.47 is based on geometrical
considerations only, it neglects, for example, that light travelling at angles greater than about
65 degrees is totally reflected at the water glass interface. More important however is that
objectives are not likely to accommodate for angles larger than those defined by their nominal
NA. But even if one would restrict the angle spectrum of the point source to that given by the
objective’s NA, for source positions in between working distance and lens surface i.e. s <
w.d., light will be clipped by internal structures and apertures of the objective.
                                                          
† exchanging θNA with θmax = arctan[Rlens/s]
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Next we measured the fluorescence detection efficiency in the brain tissue phantom for
different depths of the fluorescent sphere. In order to minimise damage to the phantom
containing only non-fluorescent scattering beads (see section 3.4.2), changing the depth
position of the fluorescent sphere was done by moving the fibre along its axis. For this, the x-
y-z stage holding the fibre tip was tilted with respect to the horizontal by about 11 degrees.
Since the position of the fluorescent sphere within the phantom can not be tracked, centring
the bead on the optical axis by retracing the objective to the point of maximum fluorescence
signal as in transparent media is not possible. Therefore, the trajectory of the fluorescent
sphere needed to be calibrated. For this we used a transparent agarose phantom, which we
assumed to have comparable mechanical properties. For several successive fibre feeds of 500
µm we measured the x, y and z co-ordinates by retracing the objective to the position of
maximum fluorescence signal and found the average angle to the horizontal to be 12.25
degrees corresponding to a fibre advance of 471 µm for a required depth increase of 100 µm.
In this measurement, the depth of the fluorescence sphere in the phantom (z0) was changed
from 0 to 1100 µm in steps of 100 µm, and the objective retracted accordingly. At each depth
setting, the fluorescence was measured by acquiring a z-scan for focus settings from 1100 µm
below to 2000 µm above the phantom surface (see Fig. 4.14).
Fig. 4.14 Normalised detected fluorescence intensity from a fluorescent point source for various source
depths (z0) in a brain tissue phantom vs. objective source spacing (s) as defined in the inset. The working distance
(w.d.) of the objective used (Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W) is 2000 µm and the fluorescent point source
was always centred on the objective’s optical axis. The solid line corresponds to the ballistic case.
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Several interesting characteristics regarding the fluorescence detection efficiency can be
deduced from the acquired data presented in Fig. 4.14. First, while for small source depths,
the fluorescence maximum closely matches the source’s depth position, for source depths
beyond about 300 µm, corresponding to 4 scattering mean-free-path lengths (ls = 77 µm at a
wavelength of 515 nm) the fluorescence maximum shifts closer to the surface at a rate of
about 0.4z0 (see figure 4.15). This can be explained by the fact that fluorescence light reaching
the objective entrance aperture will have been scattered resulting in a spread of its spatial and
angular distribution i.e. it appears to originate from an extended source in the focal plane. In
such situations, the collection efficiency can be increased by increasing the objective-source
spacing i.e. the objective's effective field-of-view at the source plane. However, since
increasing the objective-source spacing also decreases the effective collection solid angle, the
increase in the collection efficiency is limited to the point where the latter becomes dominant.
Apart from this limitation such an approach is generally not feasible in two-photon
microscopy since it requires decollimation of the excitation beam incident on the back
aperture of the objective to shift the excitation focal volume away from its nominal position.
This comes at the cost of increased optical aberrations and thus reduced excitation efficiency.
Fig . 4.15 Focus depth z of fluorescence maximum vs. source depth z0. Dashed line corresponds to the
ballistic case.
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Second, in situations where s ≤ w.d. i.e. the source is located between the objective’s focal
plane and the phantom surface, the detection efficiency scales roughly linearly with source
depth (at a rate of about 0.24αz0) for source depths up to about 800 µm or ~ 10 scattering
mean-free-path lengths (see Fig. 4.16). This finding is of particular importance since it
provides a measure for the detection efficiency of out-of-focus fluorescence (contributions
from the far side of the focus are small and can usually be neglected).
Fig . 4.16         Total detected fluorescence vs. source depth z0 for various focus depths z.
Third, a measure for the detection efficiency for the focal fluorescence, can be inferred from
the data points F(z = z0) corresponding to the upper envelope of the traces in Fig. 4.16. For a
better illustration, we have plotted these data in terms of normalised detection efficiency F(z =
z0)/Fball. where Fball. is the fluorescence detected in the non-scattering medium i.e. ballistic
case (see Fig. 4.17).
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Fig . 4.17         Normalised detection efficiency F(z = z0)/Fball vs. focus depth z.
Perhaps the most striking feature in Fig. 4.17 is that the detection efficiency is enhanced
relative to the ballistic case. This can be explained by the fact that in a scattering medium, all
the emitted light – including the light emitted in the forward direction - has a chance of being
collected. It can also be seen that this enhancement persists to depths significant larger than
1100 µm (linear extrapolation of the trace in Fig. 4.17 suggests ~ 1320 µm) and attains its
maximum (60% above the ballistic level) at about 800 µm (~ 10 scattering mean-free-path
lengths). These findings are in line with recently published data obtained for anisotropic
scattering media with smooth surfaces using Monte Carlo techniques,19 which indicate that
this enhancement persists down to a depth about equal to the objective’s effective field-of-
view radius. In our case, the effective field-of-view radius for the objective used (Olympus
XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W) is 1295 µm,20 which is close to the maximum depth of enhanced
detection efficiency suggested by our measurements (1320 µm).
Summarising the findings of this section: we have shown, that a) the fluorescence detection
efficiency for the out-of-focus volume scales roughly linearly with depth for depths smaller
than the focus depth (s ≤ w.d.); b) the fluorescence detection efficiency for the focal volume is
significantly enhanced compared to non-scattering media and is roughly constant out to
depths of more than 14 scattering mean-free-path lengths.
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For the sake of completeness we note, that the results obtained above are only valid as long as
the effect of fluorophore self-absorption (absorption of its own fluorescence radiation) is
negligible. In the following we will demonstrate that for the majority of biological
applications of two-photon microscopy this is indeed the case.
4.3.1. Fluorescence self-absorption (inner filter effect)
Since most fluorophores, posses a certain overlap between their excitation and emission
spectra, they can absorb their own fluorescence radiation.21 This means that a fluorescence
photon emitted by a specific fluorophore has a significant probability of exciting other
fluorophore molecules of the same species leading to subsequent emission of another
fluorescence photon. This process of self-absorption is however characterized by a loss factor
equal to the quantum efficiency qε  times the absorption coefficient α(λ) i.e. within a small
distance dx the number of photons decreases by a constant fraction dxndn q )(λαε−= , which
upon integration yields
( ) xqexnxn )(),0(, λαελλ −== .         (4.52)
In a scattering medium, a photon emitted at depth z will undergo a random walk until it
reaches the surface and escapes. In general, the length R of a walk of n subsequent steps
defined by their components  xi ,yi ,zi is given by
( ) ( ) ( )221221221 ......... nnn zzzyyyxxxR +++++++++++= .       (4.53)
In a random walk, the probability of walking in any direction is equal (isotropic) and the
number of steps is large. Under these conditions, the term under the root simplifies to
rnnrR == 2  (4.54)
where r is the average distance walked per step. Note, although the average distance advanced
is only rn  the actual distance walked is nr  which is given by
r
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For a photon emitted at depth z below the surface of a highly scattering medium i.e. ls  z
the average distance traveled when emerging at the surface is thus
s
s l
znlx
2
== .         (4.56)
Using Ca )()( λελα =  where )(λε a  is the absorbance extinction coefficient and C the
fluorophore concentration, the average fluorescence falls as
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In order to estimate the fluorescence loss expected for typical experimental conditions in two-
photon microscopy, we consider an EGFP-labeled brain sample ( 16 )(105.5 −−⋅= mMa µµε  at
488 nm, 6.0≅qε )
22, 23 with scattering mean-free-path length ls = 71 µm (at 500 nm) and
average fluorophore concentration of 1 µM†.
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Fig. 4.18         Normalised fluorescence (F/F0) vs. source depth (z)
                                                          
† Assuming that the fluorophore concentration in strongly labeled neurons is about 100 µM and the stained
neuron volume fraction in a moderately stained sample i.e. ~ 20 neurons/nl, is about 1%.
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For these parameters we have evaluated Eqn. 4.57 numerically (see Fig. 4.18) using the
following approximations: the spectral characteristics of the fluorescence emission and
absorbance extinction coefficient have been approximated by Gaussian distributions with
maxima at 508 and 488 nm and 1/e widths of 11 and 13 nm, respectively. While Gaussian
distributions are in general inadequate for describing the EGFP absorption and emission
spectra, they can provide a good approximation in the range of their spectral overlap (see Fig.
4.19), which is most crucial for the inner absorption effect. This can be seen from the
following arguments: while for wavelengths below the short wavelength edge of the spectral
overlap the contribution to the integral in Eqn. 4.57 is effectively zero due to the absence of
fluorescence emission, for wavelengths above the long wavelength edge, absorption is
negligible and the contribution to the integral in Eqn. 4.57 independent of the actual course of
the fluorescence emission spectrum.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.18, for typical imaging depths in two-photon microscopy only
small effects of inner absorption are expected i.e. for a fluorescent source e.g. a labeled
neuron at a depth of 600 µm, the total fluorescence emerging from the sample surface, will be
reduced by only 0.7%. Significant effects (>10%) are not expected before reaching depths as
large as 2500 µm. The loss in fluorescence due to self-absorption by the fluorophore can thus
be generally neglected.
Fig. 4.19      Absorption and emission spectrum of EGFP adapted from Tsien23 and Gaussian distributions    (thin
solid lines) used for approximation of their central parts (overlapping region).
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4.4. The fundamental two-photon imaging-depth limit
In order to maintain a constant signal strength, i.e. constant focal excitation intensity
(assuming depth-independent collection efficiency), the incident power needs to be increased
exponentially with depth. Since this leads to an increase in out-of-focus fluorescence, the
imaging-depth is fundamentally limited even if unlimited excitation power is available. This
fundamental imaging-depth limit is given by the depth at which the focal fluorescence signal
falls below the photon shot-noise level ( BS FF + , in photon units). This definition,
however, depends on imaging and tissue parameters as excitation power, fluorophore staining
strength and statistics, excitation and detection efficiency, pixel dwell time, etc. and does
therefore not provide a very useful number. Less dependent on the imaging parameters is the
depth where the out-of-focus fluorescence signal equals the focal fluorescence signal
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Whether or not imaging beyond that depth is possible, depends now, however, on the signal-
to-noise ratio. We have to consider, furthermore, that even for samples that are stained
uniformly in a statistical sense the actual fluorophore concentration will be spatially
inhomogeneous. While this does not affect the calculation of the background fluorescence,
which essentially depends only on the average fluorophore concentration, the peak focal
fluorescence increases as the inhomogeneity increases. While the exact amount of this
increase depends on the staining statistics we can use, as an approximation, the concept of the
'stained volume fraction' (ι ), which can be pictured as uniformly stained sub-volumes (with a
combined volume that is ι  times the total volume) that are large enough to contain the entire
focal volume (the size necessary to meet this condition does depend on the NA; see section
4.2.3). This implies that
S
stained
SB CV
VCC
0
== ι . (4.59)
The maximum imaging depth is then determined by finding the z for which
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For a spherical focal volume with radius 0.5 µm and the parameters given above, we have
solved Eqn. 4.60 numerically. Figure 4.20 shows the depth limit zmax as a function of NA for
various stained volume fractions ι .
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Fig. 4.20         Maximum two-photon imaging depth as a fucntion of effective NA for various stained volume
fractions ι  = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1.
The maximum imaging depth increases as the stained volume fraction is reduced and for large
NA’s depends roughly logarithmically on the stained volume fraction, with an increase by
about one scattering mean-free-path length for a reduction of ι  by a factor of 1/6. This can be
seen when plotting the maximum imaging depth as a function of stained volume fraction
giving a linear trend. When comparing this expectation with our measurements (see Fig. 4.21)
we found qualitative agreement. However, in terms of absolute values, the measured
maximum imaging depths fall about 1 scattering mean-free-path length short of the
expectation. This can be due to several factors. First, while the generation of out-of-focus
fluorescence is rather insensitive to beam aberrations, in the focus they will lead to a spread in
the PSF (see section 4.2.1) and thus reduce the focal excitation efficiency, corresponding to a
constant negative shift in the maximum imaging depth in Fig. 4.21. Second, as shown in
section 4.3, the detection efficiency for focal and out-of-focus fluorescence is different and
generally depends on imaging depth. Due to the lack of reliable data over the entire range of
interest, we did not yet incorporate any spatial dependence of the detection efficiency into our
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model. However, preliminary data on this subject (see section 4.3) suggest, that the ratio of
focal to out-of-focus detection efficiency increases with depth. Since this corresponds to a
stronger decay of the solid line in Fig. 4.21, it may account for the different slopes of
measurement and expectation.
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Fig. 4.21 Two-photon imaging-depth limit (expressed as multiples of the scattering mean-free-path
length) vs.  stained volume fraction. Solid line shows the theoretical course for NA = 0.6; dots are measured
values using a NA of 0.6.
4.5. Conclusions
Among the various factors determining the fundamental imaging-depth limit in two-photon
microscopy the most prominent are the excitation numerical aperture and the specimens
staining properties. In general, the largest imaging depths can be achieved by using the largest
excitation numerical aperture and the lowest out-of-focus volume staining strength. Of course,
this can only be fully exploited by maximising the detection efficiency. However, although
the large detection efficiency is at the origin of the superiority of two-photon microscopy over
one-photon techniques, in the case of very deep imaging, it can become counterproductive
because out-of-focus fluorescence is similarly well detected. For deep imaging it might
therefore be beneficial to develop detection schemes that enable differentiation between focus
and out-of-focus fluorescence and, thereby, allow suppression of the latter. One example of
such a scheme is presented and discussed in chapter 5.
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5. Strategies for extending the imaging depth beyond the depth
limit
5.1. Introduction
In chapter 3 and 4 we have shown that the imaging depth in two-photon fluorescence
microscopy is fundamentally limited by the generation of out-of-focus fluorescence.
However, I would like to emphasis that this limit pertains only to the most commonly used
form of two-photon fluorescence microscopy as introduced by Denk et al.1 (see chapter 2). In
confocal two-photon fluorescence microscopy2 for example out-of-focus fluorescence is
virtually removed from the detection path by placing a pinhole in front of the detector, which
acts as a spatial filter selecting unscattered emission from the focal plane. Due to their
inefficient use of scattered focal fluorescence, confocal techniques can, however, only be
applied at shallow depths where out-of-focus fluorescence is usually not a problem.
Two-photon imaging beyond the fundamental depth-limit is thus possible if excitation and/or
detection schemes could be found that allow at least partial differentiation between focus and
out-of-focus fluorescence and suppression of the latter.
In the following we will investigate the feasibility of a detection scheme that uses the fact that
the majority of out-of-focus fluorescence light is generated close to the surface i.e. within the
first two scattering mean-free-path lengths. Because, although out-of-focus and focus
fluorescence light is in general indistinguishable, the widths of their intensity distribution at
the sample surface are different. While fluorescence light generated in the focal volume will
undergo a large number of scattering events before leaving the sample, most of the out-of-
focus fluorescence light that is initially directed towards the sample surface will leave
unscattered or after only a few scattering events. The out-of-focus fluorescence distribution
(Foof) at the sample surface will therefore, in part, resemble the squared intensity distribution
of the incident excitation light which, using Eqn. 4.7, is given by
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The surface fluorescence distribution of the focus fluorescence has been derived in section 4.3
and is given by
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Unfortunately these distributions overlap. Hence, any suppression of the out-of-focus
fluorescence using spatial filtering will inevitably reduce the focal fluorescence signal.
However, this may still be beneficial if it leads to a gain in the signal(focus)-to-
background(out-of-focus fluorescence) ratio.
As the most simple spatial filter we consider an opaque disc placed at the image of the sample
surface in the detection path. The signal-to-background ratio as a function of effective disc
radius† (R) is then given by
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where ε(ρ) is the collection efficiency (in general a function of radial distance to the optical
axis). For most objectives, the collection efficiency is roughly constant over their nominal
field of view but decreases rapidly with increasing distance beyond that.3 In cases where the
fluorescence distribution is much smaller than the objectives nominal field of view, Eqn. 5.3
simplifies to
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In most situations, however, the fluorescence distribution (mainly that of the focus
fluorescence) is significantly wider than the objective’s nominal field of view and Eqn. 5.3
needs to be evaluated individually. The gain in two-photon imaging depth expected from an
increase in the signal to background ratio can be calculated using Eqn. 4.6.
                                                          
† in order to block light from a circular sample surface area with radius R requires an opaque disc at the image
plane with radius M(z0)R, where M(z0) is the transverse magnification of the detection optics which is a function
of focal depth.
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5.2. Methods and results
5.2.1. Surface fluorescence intensity distributions
In order to test whether or not spatial filtering could increase the signal-to-background ratio
and thus the two-photon imaging depth beyond the limit described in the previous chapter we
have measured the fluorescence intensity distributions for the focal and out-of-focus
fluorescence for different focus depths using a cooled CCD-camera (TEA/CCD-512-TKB-1
with controller ST-138S, both Princeton Instruments Inc.). The operating temperature of the
CCD-chip was set to –20 C. The sample surface was imaged onto the CCD-chip through the
objective (Olympus XLUMPlanFl 20x/0.95W) and the collection lens (f = 100 mm) of the
two-photon microscope described in section 3.4.1. In order to maintain the normal imaging
mode of the microscope, a 45 degree mirror was inserted between collection lens and PMT
that could be slid in and out the detection path switching between PMT and CCD-camera
detection. An additional barrier filter (BG38, Schott) was placed in front of the CCD.
The collection efficiency of the used objective as a function of radial distance to the optical
axes was taken from published data.3
Out-of-focus fluorescence distribution
For the measurements of the out-of-focus fluorescence distribution we used a phantom with
93 nm yellow-green (490/515) fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes Inc.) at a concentration of
2.52·1011 beads/ml embedded in a brain tissue phantom containing 0.992 µm non-fluorescent
polystyrene scattering beads (Polyscience Inc.) at a concentration of 5.3·109 beads/ml (see
also section 3.4.2).
Images of the fluorescence distribution at the sample surface were acquired for focal depths
up to 1100 µm at increments of 100 µm. In order to minimise fluorescence contributions from
within the focal volume and neighbouring regions focus positions were selected for maximum
separation to any fluorescent bead.
1/e4 widths w(z = 0) of the distributions were determined from collection-efficiency corrected
best fits to the two-dimensional two-photon fluorescence intensity distributions using Eqn.
5.1† and are shown in Fig. 5.1.
                                                          
† considering no temporal dependence of the excitation power
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Fig. 5.1       1/e4 width of the out-of-focus fluorescence distribution at the surface of a brain tissue phantom (see
text) as a function of focus depth z0. The solid line corresponds to the width of the surface cross-section of a full
NA light cone ( 095.00 021.1]tan[ zzw NA == =θ ) and the dashed line to the 1/e2 width of the excitation beam
( 095.0,63.00 504.0)]/(tan[arcsin znNAzw NA == ==ββ ).
For small focus depths, the width of the fluorescence distribution was found to closely match
that of the full NA light cone which is expected since for small focus depths, the fluorescence
is predominantly generated near the focus and most of the fluorescence light initially directed
towards the sample surface will leave unscattered. It will thus appear to be emitted from a
point-source. Increasing the focus depth, the fluorescence will be generated in essentially two
separate volumes (see Fig. 4.12), one near the focus and the other close to the sample surface
whereby the latter resembles essentially the squared intensity distribution of the incident
excitation light. At depths much larger than the scattering mean-free-path length, fluorescence
is generated predominantly near the surface and the 1/e4 width of the surface fluorescence
distribution will asymptotically approach the 1/e2 width of the incident excitation light (see
Fig. 5.1).
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Focus fluorescence distribution
In order to obtain a sufficient large focus fluorescence signal, for the measurement of the
focus fluorescence distribution, we used large fluorescent beads with a diameter of 9.008 µm
at a concentration of 6.8·105 beads/ml embedded in a brain tissue phantom containing 0.992
µm non-fluorescent polystyrene scattering beads at a concentration of 3.8·109 beads/ml and
1.011 µm fluorescent polystyrene beads (all beads from Polyscience Inc.) at a concentration
of 1.59·109 beads/ml as described in section 3.4.2.
Two-dimensional two-photon fluorescence intensity distributions were determined from two
measurements. First, an image of the sample surface was taken with the focus centered on one
of the 9 µm fluorescent beads thus acquiring an image of the combined distribution of focus
and out-of-focus fluorescence. Second, another image was acquired with the focus moved just
out of the fluorescent bead (total lateral focus shift < 20 µm) by applying an offset to the laser
scan mirrors thus acquiring an image of the out-of-focus fluorescence distribution alone. Since
such a small movement of the focus position does not lead to a significant change in the out-
of-focus volume respective fluorescence, the focal fluorescence distribution can be
determined by subtraction of the second image from the first. The out-of-focus fluorescence
distribution can be obtained from the second image by simple background subtraction. Half
widths at half maximum (rHWHM) were determined from collection-efficiency corrected best
fits using Eqn. 5.2. According to Eqn. 5.2, the rHWHM depends linearly on the source depth and
is determined by
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which reduces to
0
3/2
0 766.012 zzrHWHM ≅−= . (5.6)
In the limit of large focus depths Eqn. 5.6 provides a fair approximation to the measured data
(see Fig. 5.2).
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Fig. 5.2        rHWHM of the focus fluorescence distribution at the surface of a brain tissue phantom (see text) as a
function of focus depth z0. The dashed line corresponds to the width expected for the diffuse case
( 0766.0 zrHWHM ≅ ).
While for small focus depths fits were still surprisingly good (all data points are derived from
best fits with a regression coefficient R2 > 0.97) Eqn. 5.2 naturally overestimates the width of
the fluorescence distributions for depths < 800 µm. In fact, at small focus depths we do not
expect significant differences between the focal and out-of-focus surface fluorescence
distribution since they both have their origin at volumes close to the focus. Increasing the
depth, however, leads to a significant separation of these volumes resulting in different shapes
and widths of their distributions, which in the limit of large depths are well described by
theory (see Fig. 5.3). To illustrate this we have plotted the focus and out-of-focus surface
fluorescence as a function of radial distance from the optical axes for a focus depth of 900 µm
(see Fig. 5.4).
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Fig. 5.3    Half width at half maximum (rHWHM) of focus (filled circles) and out-of-focus fluorescence
distributions (triangles) at the surface of a brain tissue phantom (see text) normalised to the width expected for
the diffuse case ( 0766.0 zrHWHM = ) as a function of focus depth z0. The solid line corresponds to the width
expected for the diffuse case and the dashed line to the HWHM of the surface cross-section of the excitation
beam ( 0209.04/]2ln[HWHM zw ≅= ).
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Fig. 5.4    Focus and out-of-focus fluorescence intensity distribution at the surface of a brain tissue phantom (see
text) for a focus depth of 900 µm. Solid lines are expected from theory and calculated using Eqn. 5.1 and 5.2.
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While in the depth range of interest (> 800 µm; around the current imaging depth limit), the
widths of the measured distributions are well approximated by theory, we note that the shape
of the out-of-focus fluorescence distribution deviates from the expected Gaussian shape
showing significant larger wings, which are due to the portion of out-of-focus fluorescence
light that is initially directed away from the sample surface. This light will, in general, leave
the sample after a large number of scattering events with a diffuse distribution similar to that
of the focal fluorescence. Hence, although the distributions of the focal and out-of-focus
fluorescence seem to be sufficiently separated as to allow the signal-to-background ratio to be
increased by suppressing the central part of the combined surface fluorescence distribution,
the achievable gain will critically depend on the amount of diffuse out-of-focus fluorescence
and the detection efficiency for the wings of its distribution. In fact, although the diffuse
portion in the out-of-focus distribution measured at a focus depth of 900 µm (see Fig. 5.4)
seems quite small, spatial filtering i.e. suppressing the central part of the fluorescence
distribution, will allow an increase in the S/B ratio by no more than a factor of 2.25†(see Fig.
5.5). This corresponds to an increase in imaging depth of less than half a scattering mean-free-
path length.
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Fig. 5.5       Signal-to-background ratio as a function of radius of a circular obstruction centered at the optical
axis focus and out-of-focus fluorescence intensity distribution at the surface of a brain tissue phantom (see text)
for a focus depth of 900 µm. The maximum occurs for an obstruction radius of around 500 µm at which the focal
fluorescence signal is reduced to about 25%. The solid line is from the theory (Eqn. 5.4).
                                                          
† when considering a detection efficiency of unity for r  600 µm and zero for r > 600 µm
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5.3. Conclusions
The imaging depth in two-photon microscopy can be increased beyond the fundamental limit
by departing from the concept of whole-field detection. As an example, we have shown that a
more than 2-fold increase in the ratio of detected focus to out-of-focus fluorescence can be
achieved by spatial filtering using an opaque disc in the detection path. While a substantial
increase in the signal-to-background ratio is expected, the imaging depth is expected to
increase by at most half a scattering mean-free-path length. In view of the complexity
involved in retrofitting a two-photon microscope with a spatial filter as described above (size
and position of the opaque disc need to be adapted for different imaging depths), the practical
value of this approach seems rather limited. Nevertheless, even if the increase in imaging
depth might be marginal increasing the signal-to-background ratio is desirable at any imaging
depth since it increases the signal-to-noise ratio and thus allows for improved signal
quantification and a reduction in excitation power (less photo damage).
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6. Summary
This work was motivated by the need for high resolution two-photon imaging techniques that
allow the study of deep layers of cortex in vivo. In the first part of this dissertation we show
that the imaging depth in two-photon microscopy - previously restricted by the power current
femto-second laser can provide - can be substantially increased by using optically amplified
laser pulses. Using a regenerative amplifier as the excitation source we obtained images of
stained vasculature and GFP-labeled neurons down to a depth of about 1000 µm below the
brain surface in the cortex of mice in vivo. Compared to what has been achieved previously,
this is an increase of about two scattering mean-free-path lengths or ~ 400 µm in brain tissue.
We also obtained functional signals down to a depth of 900 µm measuring the motion of red
blood cells in individual capillaries with a diameter of about 5 µm. In all cases, the maximum
imaging depth was not limited by the available excitation power but by a loss in image
contrast, which is the result of an increase in the amount of two-photon excited out-of-focus
fluorescence. The reason for this is that in order to maintain a constant signal strength (focal
fluorescence) the incident laser power needs to be increased exponentially with depth. For
large depths, this exponential increase in power, although partially compensated by an
increase in the beams cross section results in an overall increase in excitation intensity mainly
near the sample surface eventually generating background fluorescence comparable to that
produced in the focus. This sets a fundamental limit to the imaging depth that can be achieved
in two-photon and, in fact, any order of multi-photon excitation microscopy.
A quantitative description of this behaviour is given in chapter 4. In particular, we have
investigated the role of tissue properties and imaging parameters on the generation and
detection of two-photon excited fluorescence and provide strategies for improving the
imaging depth.
Among the various factors determining the fundamental imaging-depth limit in two-photon
microscopy we have found that the excitation numerical aperture and the specimens staining
properties are the most prominent. In general, the largest imaging depths can be achieved by
using the largest excitation numerical aperture and the lowest out-of-focus volume staining
strength. This can only be fully exploited by maximising the detection efficiency. But,
although a large detection efficiency is one of the main advantages of two-photon microscopy
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over one-photon techniques, it can become somewhat disadvantageous at large imaging
depths. This is because out-of-focus fluorescence is detected as well or better as focal
fluorescence. We therefore propose detection schemes that enable partial differentiation of
focus and out-of-focus fluorescence and allow suppression of the latter. One example of such
a scheme utilising spatial filtering is presented. Although we can demonstrate that the imaging
depth in two-photon microscopy can principally be increased beyond the fundamental limit
using such schemes, their practical value is rather limited. The reason for this is that the
fluorescence distributions of focus and out-of-focus fluorescence show a significant spatial as
well as temporal overlap. Hence, suppression of out-of-focus fluorescence using spatial
filtering comes at the cost of a reduced focal fluorescence thereby limiting the achievable gain
in imaging depth.
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Appendix
Electromagnetic wave in absorbing media
Electromagnetic fields are represented by two basic field vectors called the electric vector (E)
and the magnetic induction (B). The behaviour of matter under the influence of
electromagnetic fields is described by uniquely determined by Maxwell’s equations
ρ=⋅∇ D (A.1)
t∂
∂
+=×∇ DjH (A.2)
t∂
∂
−=×∇ BE       (A.3)
0=⋅∇ B (A.4)
relating the space and time derivatives of E, B, the electric current density j, the electric
displacement D and the magnetic vector H where ρ is the electric charge density. For isotropic
media characterised by their specific conductivity (σ), dielectric constant (ε) and magnetic
permeability (µ), Ej σ= , ED ε= , and HB µ= , the first two equations become
 ρ
ε
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=⋅∇ E       (A.1’)
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where µε1=c .
Taking the temporal derivative of Eqn. A.2’ gives
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Rewriting the left side using Eqn. A.3 and A.1’ yields
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.   (A.6)
In the absence of sources (ρ = 0) Eqn. A.6 simplifies to
EB ∆−=
∂
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(A.7)
which substituted in Eqn. A.5 yields the telegrapher equation
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We seek a solution in the form of a monochromatic wave which can be conveniently
represented by a complex wavefunction
tet ωi)(),( rErE =   (A.9)
with a time independent complex amplitude E(r) given by
)(i)()( rrrE ϕeA=   (A.10)
where ω and φ(r) are the angular frequency and phase respectively. Substituting Eqn. A.10.
into the telegrapher equation, one obtains
0)()i( 2 =−+∆ rEµσωk   (A.11)
where λπω /2/ nck ==  is the wavenumber in the medium. For loss less media (σ = 0), Eqn.
A.11 simplifies to the Helmholtz wave equation
0)()( 2 =+∆ rEk .   (A.12)
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In the next step we derive the analytical form for a Gaussian spherical wave called Gaussian
beam. Consider first a damped spherical wave given by
rrkt ee
r
r δω −−= )(i1)(E .         (A.13)
Differentiating with respect to t gives a factor iω and differentiating with respect to r a factor -
(δ+ik). Hence substitution in Eqn. A.11 omitting the common factor yields
0ii22 =−+ µσωδδ k           (A.14)
with the solutions
σωµδ 02 ii +−±−= kk .     (A.15)
With kc=ω  the root in Eqn. A.15 becomes ckkckk µσµσ ii2 +−=+−  and in the
case where c  k  i.e. the wave can penetrate much deeper than a wavelength, can be
approximated giving
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For the spherical wave solution to the telegraphers equation one thus obtains
rcrk ee
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=E .        (A.17)
Since the intensity of the wave is proportional to E2, it decays twice as fast as the field. Hence
the absorption coefficient of the medium for this case is given by
cµσα =  (A.18)
with dimensions    [ ]
ms
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Within the paraxial approximation - a frame sufficient to describe essentially all laser beam
propagation problems of practical interest (for range of validity see for example Siegman1) -
the solution for the spherical wave given above can be approximated by a paraboloidal wave.
One way of doing this is by using the Fresnel-approximation given by2
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Substitution of Eqn. A.20 in Eqn. A.19 for the phase but only z for the amplitude gives the
paraboloidal wave
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with complex amplitude
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The Gaussian beam as one of the most widely used optical beams can be derived from the
paraboloidal wave by the introduction of complex source point coordinates. Replacing z with
rjzz +  in Eqn. A.22 gives
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where w(z) is measure of the beam width defined as the radial distance at which the field has
dropped to 1/e (~ 0.37) times that on axes given by
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and R(z) the wavefront radius of curvature given by
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The parameter zr is the Rayleigh range defined by the axial distance from the beam waist (@ z
= 0) for which the beam width is a factor of 2 larger than its minimal width at the waist w0 =
w(z = 0).
Without absorption, the beam width and radius of curvature reduce to
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where the beam waist is given by
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Hence the complex amplitude of the Gaussian beam simplifies to
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and the intensity 2)()( rrI E=  is given by
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The total optical power carried by the beam is
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normalisation of Eqn. A.28 to P(z = 0) =P0 yields
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Note, although Eqn. A.30 has been derived for absorbent media it describes correctly the
intensity distribution of unscattered light (ballistic fraction) in scattering media. However,
scattered light, in contrast to absorbed light is not completely lost from the system but lost
from a beam travelling in a certain direction – contributing to others. Also, light can get back
into the beam by multiple scattering contributing to its initial direction. Hence, the intensity
measured in a particular experiment will include contributions from both scattered and
unscattered light.
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